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Corporate Information

HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS

Greater  Toronto Airports Authority
3111 Convair Drive, P.O. Box 6031
Toronto AMF, Ontario, Canada L5P 1B2
T: 416-776-3000
F: 416-776-3555
www.GTAA.com
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Lloyd A. McCoomb
President and Chief Executive Offi cer
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Vice President, Operations and 
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Gary K. Long
Vice President and
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Douglas A. Love
Vice President, General Counsel 
and Secretary

Patrick C. Neville
Vice President, Facilities

Pamela Griffi th-Jones
Vice President, Chief Marketing
and Commercial Offi cer

ANNUAL PUBLIC MEETING

The GTAA’s Annual Public Meeting will 
be held on May 11, 2011 at 1:30 p.m. 
at the GTAA’s Fire and Emergency 
Services Training Institute, 
2025 Courtneypark Drive East, 
Mississauga, Ontario

PUBLIC INFORMATION

Requests for general information 
should be directed to:
Customer Service
Telephone: 416-776-9892
Email: customer_service@GTAA.com

AUDITORS

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Mississauga, Ontario

LEAD BANK

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Toronto, Ontario

PRINCIPAL LEGAL COUNSEL

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt
Toronto, Ontario

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

The GTAA offers publications on a 
variety of topics. Please visit www.gtaa.com/
en/gtaa_corporate/ publications/ 
to view the complete list or email your 
request to Publication@GTAA.com

EXECUTIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT  S.D. Corporate Communications
DESIGN & COMMUNICATION  Ove Brand | Design & Doug Dolan
PRINCIPAL & EXECUTIVE PHOTOGRAPY  Lorella Zanetti
PORTRAITURE – PAGE 5  WestJet & Brian Losito, Air Canada
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PRINTING  Somerset Graphics Co. Ltd.

 Unrivalled  access to destinations around the globe

 500,000 aircraft movements per year

 110,000 people fl ying on

 1,350 planes daily

 41,000,000 guests annually

 Premier entry point into North America 

 Looking ahead Where we envision 

  Toronto Pearson in   2015:
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The Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) was 
incorporated in 1993 and manages Toronto Pearson 
International Airport under terms set out in our December 
1996 lease with the Canadian federal government.

Our Vision
Toronto Pearson will be North America’s premier portal to a world of possibilities.

Our Mission
Together, we will attract, serve and delight our customers by consistently 
delivering value through innovative products and services.

Our Values
Integrity:   Say what you mean; mean what you say.
Accountability:   Walk the talk.
Pursuit of excellence:   Reach higher.
Collaboration/teamwork:   Stronger together.
Stewardship:   Responsibility to others.
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To be the premier entry point to North America – this is 

the ambitious goal of Toronto Pearson. We will achieve it 

by becoming even more competitively focused on the 

needs of our customers: the world’s air carriers and the 

guests who pass through our terminals to fl y with them.  

Our ambition is not simply to satisfy but to delight. To serve 

the community that depends on us for economic prosperity. 

And to meet the collective aspirations of all stakeholders 

who see embodied in our airport their desire to be connected 

to the world – who could each say, in their own way,  

“I’m a global hub.” 



Each year there are 400,000 +
aircraft movements at Toronto Pearson

4th largest entry point 
into North America

In 2010 nearly 32 million passengers 
passed through our airport

Warren Tanner, a World Cup gold medallist with the Canadian Freestyle Ski Team, is always on the move as a video producer 
and marketing chief with HitSend Inc., creator of the SoapBox online platform for community-based change.

Canada’s #1 airport by passenger volume

33% of total air traffi c in Canada

Becoming a global hub is a bold 
objective. And Toronto Pearson is 
ideally positioned to achieve it.

The vision of the GTAA is to make Toronto Pearson 
“North America’s premier portal to a world of possibil-
ities.” It’s a statement of purpose that is aimed at the 
future – and built on the foundation of the past. When 
we assumed management of the airport in 1996, our 
goal was to create a facility worthy of the great city 
that depends on us for connections to the world. Since 
then we’ve put the pieces in place to make Toronto 
Pearson the main entry point for an entire continent.

We’ve built an airport whose design, capacity and 
technological sophistication rival or surpass the best 
in the world. We’ve set new standards of operational 
excellence, engaging our employees and transforming 
our business in the process. We’ve strengthened our 
partnerships with air carriers to better respond to their 
needs. We’ve reached out to our guests – the travellers 
who come and go through the airport, taking advan-
tage of our retail, dining, parking and other amenities 
– to see how we can enhance their experience.

And now we’re raising our standards still higher as 
we work to offer our two key customer groups more 
choices, more innovative solutions and more services 
attuned to their unique needs. Because that’s what 
they expect from a global hub.

I’m the gateway to a continent.
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In 2010 the International Air Transport Association (IATA), which represents airlines 
worldwide, honoured Toronto Pearson with the IATA Eagle Award for Most Improved Airport – 
recognizing the signifi cant strides we’ve made in meeting the needs of global carriers.

• infrastructure with the depth and fl exibility  
 to meet future capacity requirements
• fl exible opportunities to establish the brand 
 presence of airlines and their alliances
• highly responsive service from a business   
 partner that understands carriers’ needs
• a critical mass of other carriers, all 
 contributing to the momentum of success.

What our guests value
Through regular surveys and focus groups, 
we’re constantly learning what our guests 
value most. We’re responding with new 
initiatives and improvements to existing 
services, including:  
• a wide range of products and services –   
 from free Wi-Fi access to valet parking – 
 that deliver value for money while creating  
 a more comfortable, relaxing airport visit 
• a renewed emphasis on providing friendly,  
 helpful service, ensuring every guest feels 
 welcome and delighted by the Toronto 
 Pearson experience.

We’ve listened carefully to our 
airline customers and guests, 
developing a new strategic plan 
that refl ects their priorities.

The GTAA is committed to understanding our 
customers’ goals – and we’re always looking 
for better ways to fulfi ll them. To that end, 
we’ve fostered strong, mutually benefi cial 
relationships with Canada’s two major car-
riers, Air Canada and WestJet, with Canada’s 
charter industry and with many more of the 
world’s leading airlines. We also listen to the 
millions of guests who travel through our 
airport each year because of our frequent, 
dependable connections to the world’s major 
destinations. We work constantly to know 
them better, anticipate their needs and cre-
ate the kind of experience that will earn their 
long-term loyalty. 

What our carriers value
Airline customers’ support for our global hub 
strategy begins with the attractions of Toronto 
as a culturally diverse economic centre with 
an ideal location and high volumes of travel-
lers. We build on these advantages by offering: 
• effi cient, reliable operations in a safe and   
 secure environment

150 million  people live within a short-haul 
fl ying distance of Toronto

worldwide.
I’m making
            connections

On average, some  87,000 people fl y on 1,100 planes every day

The GTAA delivered cost savings of$46 million    
to air carriers in 2010



We handled about    30%        of Canada’s total air cargo traffi c in 2010

The Toronto-area economy accounts for 17%
of Canada’s Gross Domestic Product 

Toronto Pearson creates direct jobs 
in the community and is a lifeline 
for businesses importing goods, 
services and ideas.

About 30,000 people are employed at Toronto 
Pearson. The economic impact of the airport 
– from the GTAA, our airline partners, service 
providers, employees and guests –  totalled 
$24 billion in goods and services in 2010. 

But the airport’s role as a stimulus to the regional 
economy extends much further. We connect 
manufacturers with suppliers, managers with 
outside experts, and new or expanding business-
es with valued investors. We also provide fast, 
secure cargo services to get everything from 
microprocessors to gourmet foods to medical 
products exactly where they’re needed. 

Economic research confi rms what is intuitively 
clear in the communities around Toronto 
Pearson: proximity to a global airport is a 
powerful predictor of employment gains, popu-
lation growth and overall prosperity.

George Tsioros established Olympic Cheese in Toronto’s St. Lawrence Market in 1960. Today he imports specialty 
cheeses via air cargo from makers worldwide, educating the palates of his many loyal customers.

30,000 people work at Toronto Pearson, 
generating about $2 billion in wages annually

The economic impact of airport-related 
                    goods and services in 2010 totalled $24 billion

I’m a stimulus to the local economy
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everywhere.I’m doing business

The dramatic effi ciency gains we’ve already 
achieved are evident in every area of our 
operations. In snow clearance, for example, 
Toronto Pearson is a global leader; today we 
can clear a runway in less than 15 minutes 
when it used to take nearly half an hour. And 
in any kind of weather, we’re able to offer 
signifi cantly better connections than other 
leading North American airports. 

Indeed, at a time when many continental 
hubs are struggling to meet demand and 
secure much-needed capital, Toronto Pearson 
has a marked competitive advantage. We 
made the right investment at the right time, 
and now we can use that leverage to propel 
our business forward – as a next-generation, 
customer-centric airport serving the global 
marketplace.

We provide the vital gateway for 
businesses exploring new markets, 
new alliances and new sources 
of capital and talent.

The expanding global economy has become 
an everyday reality for tens of thousands of 
companies across the Greater Toronto Area 
and throughout Canada. Now those busi-
nesses face the challenge of maintaining 
smooth, dependable, cost-effective links to 
the markets they’ve worked hard to develop 
across the continent and overseas. Helping 
to meet that challenge is a key part of our 
mandate at Toronto Pearson. It starts with 
seeking the same effi ciency improvements 
in our own business that customers demand 
from theirs.

That’s why achieving operational excellence 
is one of the pillars of the GTAA’s strategic 
plan. By working to further streamline our 
processes and systems, we will not only 
improve our direct services to business 
travellers; we will pass along additional cost 
savings to our air carriers. 

75% of the foreign banks in Canada 
are headquartered in Toronto 

40% of Canadian head offi ces are in the GTA

Toronto is the #3 banking 
and fi nancial centre in North America

76  airline partners serving  5 continents and over180 destinations



Toronto Pearson is a catalyst for 
regional and national tourism, 
extending an impressive welcome 
to a dynamic, exciting city.

Every September the Toronto International Film 
Festival, of which Toronto Pearson is a proud 
sponsor, attracts fi lmmakers, stars and avid fans 
from around the globe. It’s one of many annual 
events, from Caribana to Pride Week, that raise 
the city’s profi le worldwide. All generate vital 
economic  activity – and Toronto Pearson  plays 
a pivotal role in making them a reality.

At the same time, there are countless other 
attractions across our region – from theme parks 
to wilderness parks, from natural phenomena 
to cultural institutions – that draw countless 
visitors through our airport, bringing a major 
infusion of tourist spending to the municipal, 
provincial and national economies. And for high-
profi le events such as trade shows, exhibitions 
and competitions, there is the inevitable infl ux 
of people and support systems – much of it 
handled by our expert staff, along with Toronto 
Pearson’s dedicated Customs team and the 
network of logistics and transport companies 
around our airport.

$0 Free Wi-Fi service 
                        introduced in 2010

 The LINK Train whisks passengers 

                         between terminals in 90 seconds

 Cameron Bailey travels the globe connecting with fi lmmakers as
 Co-Director of the Toronto International Film Festival. Then each fall the industry
 converges on a city that sees its own diversity mirrored in world cinema.

Toronto welcomes more than 18,000,000 visitors annually

                               Toronto Pearson has  5  runways and  2  terminals with  87bridged gates

 and  33 commuter parking positions

I’m bringing the whole world to visit.                                         
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50% of Toronto residents 
were born outside Canada

of a diverse 
community.

We also collaborate with our service providers 
to ensure we have the best-quality retail, 
dining and entertainment choices to maximize 
guests’ enjoyment of their time with us. 

Our success is driven by people
Another vital goal of our unfolding strategy is 
to empower all airport employees in deliver-
ing the Toronto Pearson value proposition 
to our customers. Over the past year we 
implemented a business transformation pro-
cess aimed at helping GTAA staff apply their 
knowledge and experience more effectively 
than ever. At the same time, we’ve improved 
communications between functional areas 
so that everyone can be more responsive to 
customers’ needs. 

As our employees take on more respon-
sibility and accountability in day-to-day 
decision-making, the initial feedback has 
been extremely positive: people see more 
clearly how they can play a signifi cant role 
in helping to achieve our vision. We’re now 
formalizing that anecdotal feedback in our 
Employee Engagement Index, another key 
measurement tool within the strategic plan.

The millions of guests who travel 
through our airport each year 
refl ect Toronto’s remarkable 
confl uence of cultures.

Roughly two-thirds of the people who pass 
through Toronto Pearson are journeying 
within Canada for business or pleasure. 
About 10 million more are international 
travellers. Many are heading abroad to 
reunite with family or fl ying here to visit 
Canadian relatives. Others are tourists 
arriving from the U.S. or overseas – as 
their Canadian counterparts head in the 
opposite direction. And then there is the 
steady stream of business travellers, both 
inbound and outbound.

What all of our guests share in common is 
the desire to have their airport experience 
unfold as smoothly and pleasantly as pos-
sible. To that end, our teams of experts are 
constantly looking for new ways to simplify 
connections, streamline security procedures 
and get baggage transferred more easily. 

Last year10.5 million guests 
travelled internationally through Toronto Pearson 

Toronto is home to 30% of Canada’s recent immigrants

I’m the crossroads
The GTA’s multicultural residents speak                                languages



12,500+ companies 
are located in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, home to 

many collaborative green initiatives

To become a viable global hub, 
we must gauge the impact of every 
decision – on our business, on the 
community and on the planet.

A long-standing pillar of the GTAA’s vision – and 
one that remains central to our current strategy 
– is sustainability. It’s a concept we apply in its 
broadest defi nition. Our concern for environmen-
tal sustainability is woven into every aspect of 
our operations, from our purchasing policies to 
our leadership of Partners in Project Green, which 
promotes collaboration among more than 12,500 
companies in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

We’re also committed to creating sustainable 
communities. We practice social responsibility at 
the grassroots level, in everything from fund-
raising for local charities to showcasing cultural 
attractions in our terminals. And at the broader 
community level, as earlier sections of this report 
have underlined, Toronto Pearson serves as both a 
catalyst and a vital infrastructure component for 
economic development and prosperity. 

This economic mandate is inextricably meshed 
with the GTAA’s mandate as a business. Before 
we pursue any initiative, large or small, we must 
be assured that it will further the long-term 
sustainability of Toronto Pearson – to the benefi t 
of all stakeholders.

The GTAA has pledged to 
cut greenhouse gas emissions 
by 20% (from 2006 levels) 
over the next decade

2012 : the GTAA will launch a comprehensive 
Corporate Responsibility program covering social, fi nancial 
and environmental areas of our operations

Chris Rickett of Toronto and Region Conservation Authority works with GTAA Partners in Project Green to encourage 
sustainability initiatives around the airport, including the solar-powered AIR MILES Customer Care Centre.

I’m building long- term sustainability.
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Since we fi rst assumed responsibility for Toronto Pearson, the GTAA has consistently set clear, 
bold objectives for Canada’s largest airport. Over the past year, as we neared the end of the 
timeframe covered by our current strategic plan, we began developing a new plan that would 
propel us forward to 2015. Through months of internal and external consultations, our collec-
tive thinking coalesced into fi ve strategic imperatives, all aimed at one goal: to make Toronto 
Pearson a true global hub and the premier passenger gateway for North America.

From our current vantage point as the fourth-largest gateway to the continent, we know this 
is an audacious goal. But we believe we can achieve it. We have a superb facility, we have 
the proven talent and expertise, we have an ideal location and we have the critical mass that 
comes with being Canada’s largest airport. Most important, we have as our home market one 
of the most diverse and vibrant cities in the world: Toronto.

Of the many competitive advantages fuelling Toronto Pearson’s future growth, fi rst and fore-
most is our commitment to customers. Addressing the needs of our airline customers, along 
with the tens of millions of guests who travel through our facility annually, has always been our 
number one priority – even during the years when the most recognizable feature of our airport 
seemed to be construction cranes. As we focused initially on replacing outmoded facilities and 
ensuring the highest standards of safety and security, we were consciously building a founda-
tion for the continuous enhancement of customer service over the long term.

Beginning a New Chapter
When we tell the story of the GTAA and Toronto Pearson, we typically divide it into three 
chapters: In the beginning we functioned primarily as a construction company, overseeing one 
of the largest development projects in Canadian history. Yet even as we set about reinventing 
our airport, we were also managing around all the renovation and new building activity to 
satisfy the ultimate benefi ciaries of this massive effort – our airlines and guests. 

With our landmark terminal complete, we began chapter two of the Toronto Pearson story, 
shifting our focus from construction to operations. We systematically evaluated all of our 
existing business processes, then worked to streamline them or replaced them outright with 
more effi cient ways of operating. We launched a business transformation initiative that has led 
to a complete restructuring of our organization – and we’ve backed it up with a training and 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR AND THE PRESIDENT

Going global 
with our customers

Lloyd A. McCoomb
President and CEO

Marilynne E. Day-Linton
Chair
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development program that gives employees the tools they need to work more effectively and 
productively while also assuming greater responsibility for day-to-day decision-making. 

Once again, our enterprise-wide pursuit of operational excellence has one overriding purpose: 
to serve our customers better by working harder than ever to meet their needs and exceed 
their expectations. We’ve achieved tangible measures of progress: In 2010 Toronto Pearson 
reduced costs to our airline customers for the fourth consecutive year. And our success in 
providing superior service to carriers was recognized by a prestigious IATA Eagle Award for 
Most Improved Airport from the International Air Transport Association.

Now, as this transformation process nears completion, Toronto Pearson has embarked on what 
promises to be the most dramatic – and gratifying – chapter in our story. We’re devoting all 
of our efforts to evolving from an infrastructure-based utility to a customer-centric service 
provider. Our success will be measured not by whether we’ve satisfi ed our customers but – as 
our new mission statement underscores – whether we’ve delighted them. With the physical 
platform in place and our human resources optimized, the vision that has driven and guided us 
through our fi rst 15 years can be fully realized: We’re delivering concrete economic benefi ts to 
our city, to the region and to the entire country.

There have been challenges along the way. Our business transformation initiative has yielded 
a more nimble and responsive organization; it has also led to the fi rst planned reduction in 
our workforce since the GTAA was founded. Those were extremely diffi cult decisions – though 
they were mitigated somewhat by the gracious understanding with which many long-time 
employees voluntarily accepted early-retirement packages. What has helped make those tough 
choices still easier to accept is seeing daily confi rmation that the new organizational structures 
we’ve set in place are working and have improved our quality of service.

As we stress throughout this annual report – including a Management’s Discussion & Analysis 
section that is our most comprehensive to date – the GTAA’s continued success in achieving 
tough goals leaves us more confi dent than ever in our ability to meet the challenges ahead. We 
have a detailed and well-considered strategy. We have a clear framework for acting responsibly 
and making sustainable choices. We have the infrastructure, resources and stakeholder support 
that are essential to success. We have a wonderfully loyal and hard-working team of employees 
who demonstrated once again this year that they share a common vision and a dedication to 
making our great airport even better.

Above all, we’re so strongly committed to placing our customers’ interests front and centre 
that we see them embodying the values and capabilities of Toronto Pearson – as this year’s 
report theme suggests. Whether we’re supporting an international carrier accessing new 
destinations through our gateway, or a business traveller fl ying overseas to cement a lucrative 
deal, or a family in our multicultural city hosting relatives from abroad, together we’re working 
to make our airport a true global hub.

This enterprise-wide pursuit of operational excellence has one 
overriding purpose – to better serve our customers by working harder 
than ever to meet their needs and exceed their expectations.
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Lloyd McCoomb, President and CEO of the GTAA, announced in February 2011 that he intends to retire on 
January 31, 2012, after serving fi ve years in his current position. During Dr. McCoomb’s fi nal year at the helm, 
the Board of Directors, with the assistance of an executive recruitment fi rm, will initiate a search for a new CEO 
with the requisite business knowledge and leadership skills to continue Toronto Pearson’s evolution into one of 
the world’s leading airports.

There were several other noteworthy transitions within the GTAA’s executive and governance teams over the 
past year. In May 2010, the Board of Directors expressed its deep gratitude to two retiring members who had 
each contributed nine years of valued service: 

Warren Hurren, a chartered accountant by profession, was nominated by the Region of Durham and served as 
Chair of the Board from 2005 to 2008, overseeing the completion of Terminal 1 and the GTAA’s evolution from 
a construction company to an operating company.  

Mac Cosburn, a professional engineer nominated by the Region of York, chaired the Audit Committee and the 
Corporate Governance and Compensation Committee, and, until his retirement, served on the Planning and 
Development Committee. 

In 2010 the GTAA was also pleased to welcome the following new members to our Board:

Paul Currie is a chartered accountant and the managing partner of Currie & Co., which provides strategic, 
corporate development, fi nancial and operational advice to CEOs and boards of directors. Paul is a seasoned 
executive with senior management and board experience in North America, Europe and Asia.

Stephen J. Griggs is Executive Director of the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance, which represents the 
interests of Canadian institutional shareholders. Stephen is also Chairman and Partner of Investeco Capital 
Corp., Canada’s fi rst environmentally conscious investment company.

Danielle Waters is Managing Director of BCD Travel, a leading global travel management company with over 
13,000 employees and offi ces in 90 countries. Danielle has more than 20 years of senior-level operations and 
management experience in the travel industry.

In the past year we also announced a change in our executive management team:

Vito Lotito, Vice President, Human Resources and Administration, and one of the founding employees of the 
GTAA, retired in April 2010. We are indebted to Vito for his dedication and diligence through seven rounds of 
union negotiations and the ultimate consolidation of four collective agreements into one. His leadership on a 
range of human resources challenges throughout the redevelopment of our airport were vital to the progress of 
our long-term strategy.

Nicole Desloges was welcomed to the GTAA executive team in 2010 as Vice President, People and Culture 
(formerly Human Resources and Administration). Nicole has a diversifi ed human resources background with 
extensive corporate experience in the printing, outsourcing and fi nancial services sectors in Canada, the U.S. 
and Mexico. She holds an MBA from the University of Toronto’s Rotman School of Management.

Transitions
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Executive Team

Nicole Desloges
Vice President, 
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Patrick Neville
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Lloyd A. McCoomb
President and 
Chief Executive Offi cer

Brian P. Gabel
Vice President and 
Chief Financial Offi cer

Gary Long
Vice President and 
Chief Information Offi cer

Pamela Griffi th-Jones
Vice President, 
Chief Marketing and 
Commercial Offi cer

Brian Lackey
Vice President, 
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Development

Toby Lennox
Vice President, 
Corporate Affairs and 
Communications 

Douglas Love
Vice President, 
General Counsel 
and Secretary 
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The GTAA management team reports to a Board of Directors that is uniquely representative 
of the surrounding community. Directors are chosen for their ability to refl ect their constitu-
encies, as well as for the special skills they bring to overseeing a complex, industry-leading 
enterprise with signifi cant social and economic impact.

The GTAA was incorporated in 1993 as a non-share capital corporation pursuant to Part II of 
the Canada Corporations Act. As a corporation without share capital, the organization has 
Members rather than shareholders or other equity holders.

The GTAA is governed by a 15-Member Board. These Directors serve a term of three years and 
are eligible to be reappointed subject to a maximum of nine years.

Five Directors are appointed from municipal candidates. Each of the Regional Municipalities 
of York, Halton, Peel and Durham and the City of Toronto is entitled to provide, on a rotating 
basis, the names of three candidates, and the Board appoints one of the three candidates for 
each available position as a Director.

In addition, in 2009 the GTAA amended its Bylaws such that seven Directors are appointed by 
the Board on a cyclical basis from a pool of eligible candidates generated by a search process 
which includes: the Law Society of Upper Canada, Professional Engineers Ontario, the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of Ontario, the Toronto Board of Trade, the Board of Trade of the City 
of Mississauga and the Board of Trade of the City of Brampton.

Finally, the Government of Canada and the Province of Ontario are entitled to appoint two 
Directors and one Director, respectively. All members of the GTAA’s Board are independent, 
as that term is defi ned in the applicable securities legislation.

The GTAA’s Board meets on a regular basis and views its principal responsibility as overseeing 
the conduct of the business of the GTAA and setting the strategic direction for the GTAA. 
The Board ensures that long-term goals and the strategies necessary to achieve them are 
established and are consistent with the GTAA’s vision.

The Board also ensures that the necessary systems are in place to manage the risks associated 
with the GTAA’s business and to monitor and measure management’s performance in carrying 
out the GTAA’s objectives.

In 2010 there were fi ve standing committees of the Board: the Audit Committee; the Corporate 
Governance and Nominating Committee; the Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder 
Relations Committee; the Human Resources and Compensation Committee; and the Planning 
and Commercial Development Committee. The mandates of each Committee of the Board 
are as follows:

AUDIT COMMITTEE

The Audit Committee’s mandate is to fulfi ll the legal obligations that apply to audit commit-
tees and to assist the Board in fulfi lling its oversight responsibilities with respect to fi nancial 
reporting, accounting, auditing and internal controls. In so doing, the Committee reviews all 
aspects of the GTAA’s fi nancial and accounting management procedures and oversees the 
integrity of the GTAA’s fi nancial statements and fi nancial reporting process. It also oversees 

Corporate Governance
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the work of the GTAA’s external auditors engaged for the purpose of preparing or issuing an 
auditors’ report, overseeing the qualifi cations and independence of the external auditors and 
providing an open avenue of communication between the senior management of the GTAA, 
the external auditors, the internal auditors, and the members of the Board and Committees 
of the Board.

In addition, the Committee reviews the risk management and insurance programs to minimize 
risk and exposure and ensure compliance with the insurance requirements under the Ground 
Lease and the Master Trust Indenture. Finally, the Committee monitors and assesses the perfor-
mance of pension fund asset managers. A written copy of the Charter of the Audit Committee 
is attached to the GTAA’s Annual Information Form, which may be accessed at www.sedar.com.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND NOMINATING COMMITTEE

The Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee is charged with the development, 
recommendation to the Board, implementation and assessment of effective corporate 
governance principles. The Committee also is responsible for developing and reviewing the 
roles and responsibilities of the Board, the Chair of the Board and the President and Chief 
Executive Offi cer, overseeing the nomination process, recommending candidates for appoint-
ment as Directors, establishing an orientation program for new Directors, reviewing the terms 
of reference of Board Committees, reviewing management succession policies, assessing the 
effectiveness of the Board and the Committees of the Board, and ensuring compliance with 
corporate governance requirements.

ENVIRONMENT,  SAFETY,  SECURITY AND STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS COMMITTEE

The Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder Relations Committee’s mandate includes 
providing leadership and oversight of matters pertaining to the GTAA’s relationships with 
government, the community and stakeholders, its strategic communications program relating 
to such relationships, the environment, public safety, airport security, the GTAA’s internal 
security, airport operations, emergency preparedness, and corporate social responsibility 
practices and reporting.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND COMPENSATION COMMITTEE

The Human Resources and Compensation Committee’s mandate is to oversee matters related 
to the GTAA’s human resources strategy, including occupational health and safety, hiring, 
employee training and development, succession planning for key management positions, the 
GTAA’s compensation and benefi t policies, recruitment and compensation matters relating to 
the President and Chief Executive Offi cer, offi cers and management, and matters relating to 
regulatory disclosure of compensation.

PLANNING AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

The Planning and Commercial Development Committee’s mandate includes oversight of the 
GTAA’s commercial development of the Airport, business and marketing strategy, planning, 
development and utilization of infrastructure and facilities to meet the needs of the GTAA’s 
customers and stakeholders including air carriers, passengers and cargo shippers.  It also is re-
sponsible for ensuring that the GTAA has an appropriate, up-to-date and approved master plan, 
and that the GTAA has in place the management systems necessary to undertake such matters.
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Board of Directors

Richard M. Soberman
Richard Soberman is an 
associate of Trimap 
Communications Inc., 
and former Chair of 
Civil Engineering at the 
University of Toronto. 
He is a transportation 
specialist.
Named Community 
Member

Vijay J. Kanwar
Vijay Kanwar is President 
and Chief Financial Offi cer 
of K.M.H. Cardiology and 
DiagnosticCentres Inc., 
North America’s largest 
provider of nuclear 
cardiology services.
Appointed by the 
Province of Ontario

Stephen J. Griggs
Stephen Griggs is Chairman 
and Partner of Investeco 
Capital Corp., and an 
Executive Director for the 
Canadian Coalition for 
Good Governance.
Nominated by the Regional 
Municipality of Peel

Brian Herner
Brian Herner is a Senior 
Corporate Advisor, 
Founder and past President 
and CEO of BIOREM 
Technologies Inc., the 
leading supplier of biofi lters
for air pollution control.
Nominated by the 
Regional Municipality 
of Halton

Terry Nord
Terry Nord is a senior 
advisor to start-up cargo 
airlines in Asia (China and 
Indonesia) and to aircraft 
leasing companies on 
aircraft purchase lease 
contracts.
Community Member

Danielle M. Waters
Danielle Waters is the 
Managing Director of 
BCD Travel, a leading 
global travel management 
company and the Principal 
of Waters Edge Consulting, 
a private practice special-
izing in sales effectiveness, 
strategic planning and 
loyalty travel management.
Community Member

Paul W. Currie
Paul Currie is a Chartered 
Accountant and the 
Managing Partner of Currie 
& Co.  He is a seasoned 
executive with senior offi cer 
and director level commercial 
experience in North America, 
Europe and Asia. 
Named Community Member

Scott R. Cole
Scott Cole, P.Eng., is 
Chairman and CEO of Cole 
Engineering Group Ltd., 
a civil engineering company.
Nominated by the Regional 
Municipality of York
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Norman B. Loberg
Norman Loberg is a retired 
Enbridge Inc. senior 
executive. He is currently 
Chairman and Director of 
Enersource Inc. and is a 
director of several public 
and private sector boards.
Community Member

W. Douglas Armstrong
Douglas Armstrong is a 
retired executive and served 
as a Board member for a 
number of professional 
and community service 
committees. 
Appointed by the 
Government of Canada

Marilynne E. Day-Linton, 
Chair
Marilynne Day-Linton is 
a Chartered Accountant 
with an extensive background 
in the travel industry. She 
also served as a Director of 
several not-for-profi t boards. 
Named Community Member

Poonam Puri
Poonam Puri is an Associate 
Professor at Osgoode Hall 
Law School, York University; 
Associate Director, Hennick 
Centre for Business and Law; 
and Head of Research and 
Policy, Capital Markets Insti-
tute, Rotman School 
of Management, University 
of Toronto.
Nominated by 
the City of Toronto

Shaun C. Francis
Shaun Francis is President 
and Chief Executive Offi cer 
of Medcan Health Management 
Inc., a leading Canadian 
health management company.
Appointed by the 
Government of Canada

Lawrence D. Worrall
Lawrence Worrall is 
currently a director of 
Magna International Inc. 
He is a past member of 
the General Motors of 
Canada Board of Directors.
Nominated by the Regional 
Municipality of Durham

Patrick S. Brigham
Patrick Brigham is Chairman 
and Chief Executive Offi cer 
of Brigham Holdings Inc. 
(BHI) and is a director of 
several boards. 
Community Member



Management’s Discussion 
and Analysis
For the year ended December 31, 2010

Dated March 9, 2011

Forward-looking Information This Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) contains certain forward-

looking information. This forward-looking information is based on a variety of assumptions and is subject to 

risks and uncertainties. Please refer to the section titled “Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Information”

contained at the end of this MD&A for a discussion of such risks and uncertainties and the material factors and

assumptions related to the forward-looking information.

This report discusses the financial and operating results of the Greater 

Toronto Airports Authority (“GTAA”) for the year ended December 31, 2010,

and should be read in conjunction with the Financial Statements of the 

GTAA for the years ended December 31, 2010 and 2009, and the Annual 

Information Form for the year ended December 31, 2010. These documents

provide additional information on certain matters which may or may not 

be discussed in this report. Additional information relating to the GTAA, 

including the Annual Information Form and the Financial Statements referred

to above, is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. The GTAA’s Financial

Statements and MD&A are also available on its website at www.GTAA.com.
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Corporate Profile

The GTAA was incorporated in March 1993, as a corporation without share capital, and recognized
as a Canadian Airport Authority by the federal government in November 1994. The GTAA is
authorized to operate airports within the south-central Ontario region, including the Greater
Toronto Area (“GTA”), on a commercial basis, to set fees for their use, and to develop and improve
the facilities. In accordance with this mandate, the GTAA manages and operates Toronto Pearson
International Airport (the “Airport” or “Toronto Pearson”).

The responsibilities of the GTAA for the operation, management and development of Toronto
Pearson are set out in the ground lease with the federal government which was executed in
December 1996 (the “Ground Lease”). The Ground Lease has a term of 60 years, with one renewal
term of 20 years. The Ground Lease is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on the GTAA’s
website at www.GTAA.com. The GTAA’s priorities are to operate a safe, secure and efficient Airport
and to ensure that the facilities provide the necessary services, amenities, and capacity for current
and future air travel requirements for the region. 

Business Strategy

The GTAA is focussed on providing quality aviation facilities and services for air carriers, passengers
and other users of Toronto Pearson, recognizing that the region’s demand for air travel is
expected to continue to grow. To meet this anticipated demand the GTAA undertook the Airport
Development Program (“ADP”), completed in January 2007, as well as the expansion and
redevelopment of Terminal 3, which was substantially completed as at December 31, 2010, and
continues to plan for additional future development.

Throughout 2010, the GTAA continued to review its strategic direction. The Corporation has
updated its vision statement – “Toronto Pearson will be North America’s premier portal to a world
of possibilities” and its mission statement – “Together, we will attract, serve, and delight our
customers by consistently delivering value through innovative products and services”. These
statements have been specifically developed to guide corporate activities and emphasize the
increased customer focus which the GTAA believes is required to meet its goals and the air
transportation needs of the region.

The principal areas of strategic focus by the GTAA are:
• achieving long-term sustainability;
• achieving operational excellence;
• empowering employees to deliver value to GTAA’s customers and other stakeholders;
• growing through innovation and leveraging assets; and 
• developing an air and ground mobility hub.

The Airport now has sufficient capacity to meet projected air travel demands for several years
and accordingly it is anticipated that, in the near term, there will be no significant capital
programs undertaken. Any additional investment and associated indebtedness will be used to
fund expenditures related to the repair and maintenance of existing facilities and smaller scale
capital investments to improve operations at the Airport or to generate additional non-
aeronautical revenue, as described in the section on Capital Projects. However, as outlined in the
GTAA’s Airport Master Plan covering the 2008 to 2030 period (available on the GTAA’s website at
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www.GTAA.com), significant new capital expenditures and financing activities will be required by
the GTAA over the term of the plan to meet the anticipated air travel needs of the region.

Significant Events

A number of significant events transpired in 2010, which had an impact on the GTAA’s operations
or financial results or which may impact future results. 

Effective January 1, 2010, the GTAA revised its aeronautical fees, reducing landing fees and general
terminal charges by 10.0 per cent and 10.2 per cent, respectively, from 2009 levels. The GTAA also
introduced an additional air service incentive program offering rebates on landing fees to air
carriers who provide new air service from Toronto to select unserved or underserved destinations,
provided they achieve certain growth thresholds. The landing fee rebate under this program allows
for a 60 per cent and 40 per cent reduction in landing fees in the first and second years,
respectively, of the new service.

On March 19, 2010, the GTAA filed a shelf prospectus qualifying up to $1.5 billion of debt issuance
for capital expenditures, reserve funds, debt refinancing and other approved uses through the
25-month period covered by the shelf prospectus. To date, $1.0 billion has been issued under this
shelf prospectus.

On March 31, 2010, Skyservice Airlines Inc. (“Skyservice”) was placed into receivership and ceased
operations. At the time it ceased operations, Skyservice owed the GTAA approximately
$0.2 million, net of prepayments. The GTAA is pursuing its remedies to recover amounts owed.
Passenger traffic formerly carried by Skyservice has largely been absorbed by other air carriers
operating at the Airport.

On April 8, 2010, the government of Canada announced an easing of security restrictions that had
been put in place following the December 25, 2009, attempted terrorism incident involving a
Detroit-bound flight from Amsterdam. These revised security measures are believed to have had a
positive impact on Airport operations.

On April 14, 2010, the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland erupted, sending volcanic ash into the
atmosphere. Due to safety concerns, much of the airspace over Europe experienced a full or
partial closure. Severe restrictions on flights across most of northern and central Europe remained
in place until April 20, 2010, suspending trans-Atlantic and continental flights and disrupting
passenger travel for six days. In the subsequent weeks, a number of limited flight restrictions were
also enacted. During the period of the disruption, a number of flights to/from Toronto Pearson
were cancelled. The financial impact on the Airport’s operations was not material.

On April 22, 2010, the GTAA entered into an agreement to outsource a significant portion of its
information technology services. This agreement is expected to result in lower operating expenses
while maintaining or enhancing service levels. The transition of the outsourcing of the information
technology services to the third-party service provider occurred on July 1, 2010.

On May 14, 2010, the $350.0 million Series 2007-2 Medium Term Notes (“MTNs”) matured and
were repaid using cash on hand and certain reserve funds. 
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On June 7, 2010, the GTAA issued $400.0 million of Series 2010-1 MTNs with a term of thirty
years and a coupon rate of 5.63 per cent. Proceeds of the offering have been used to fund debt
maturities, capital expenditures and to fund required reserve funds.

On June 28, 2010, the court approved the remaining portion of the settlement of six lawsuits,
including a class-action lawsuit involving the GTAA resulting from the August 2005 incident
where an Air France aircraft overshot the runway while attempting to land at the Airport. The
settlement was covered by insurance policies held by the GTAA. The GTAA remains a defendant in
four remaining actions relating to this incident. The GTAA’s insurers are defending the GTAA in all
of these lawsuits. It is the opinion of management that the GTAA’s financial exposure will be
limited to its insurance deductible.

Effective July 1, 2010, the GTAA implemented its new aeronautical rate structure, with the
introduction of two new aeronautical fees: a turnaround fee and a check-in fee. These new fees
replace a portion of the existing landing fee and general terminal charge; as such the landing fee
and general terminal charge were adjusted downward by 7.9 per cent and 9.5 per cent,
respectively, effective July 1, 2010.

On July 19, 2010, the $600.0 million Series 2000-2 MTNs matured and were repaid using cash
on hand, which included proceeds from the June 2010 issuance of $400.0 million Series 2010-1
MTNs and certain reserve funds.

On August 9, 2010, the GTAA purchased 14.8 hectares of land from Boeing Canada Operations
Ltd. (“Boeing”) for $11.7 million. The GTAA entered into an agreement with Boeing in 2001 to
purchase in stages 45.7 hectares of land adjacent to the Airport property. This represents the
second parcel of land transferred under this agreement. The first parcel, 16.1 hectares, was
transferred in 2006. The remaining 14.8 hectares of land will be transferred after environmental
remediation is completed by Boeing. All lands purchased under this agreement by the GTAA will
be transferred to the federal government as required under the terms of the Ground Lease.

On September 30, 2010, the GTAA announced its aeronautical fees for 2011. Effective January 1,
2011, the landing fees for cargo aircraft were reduced by 4.3 per cent. The general terminal
charges and landing fees for passenger airlines were also reduced by 7.9 per cent and 4.5 per cent,
respectively. At the same time, the turnaround fee charged for gating aircraft at the Airport was
increased to $66.66 plus $2.41 per seat for each gating operation. This increase is part of a three-
year phasing in of this fee, as determined by the GTAA in consultation with the air carriers serving
Toronto Pearson. After adjusting for the impact of the new fees on the rate-setting methodology,
the 2011 aeronautical rates are essentially unchanged from those in effect during 2010 on a per
unit (MTOW and arrived seats) basis.

On September 30, 2010, the GTAA also announced that the Airport Improvement Fee (“AIF”) for
passengers connecting through Toronto Pearson would decrease from $8 to $4, effective
January 1, 2011. The AIF for originating passengers remains at $25.

During the month of October 2010, the GTAA disposed of all of its remaining Master Asset Vehicle
(“MAV”) securities held as a result of the January 2009 restructuring of certain asset backed
commercial paper (“ABCP”). The remaining MAV securities had a face value of $153.9 million and,
at the time of disposition, an estimated fair value of $91.7 million and were disposed of for
aggregate net proceeds of $90.6 million.
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On October 29, 2010, the GTAA successfully negotiated an extension of its $550.0 million
syndicated credit facility. The credit facility, which previously had a maturity date of
November 22, 2012, will now mature on November 22, 2013. 

Subsequent to December 31, 2010, on February 16, 2011, the GTAA announced that it has
exercised its right to redeem all $325.0 million of the outstanding Series 2008-2 MTNs on
March 21, 2011.

On February 23, 2011, the GTAA issued $600.0 million of Series 2011-1 MTNs with a term of
thirty years and a coupon rate of 5.30 per cent. Proceeds of the offering will be used to fund the
redemption of the $325.0 million, Series 2008-2 MTNs on March 21, 2011, fund required reserve
funds, capital expenditures and prefund a portion of the Series 2002-1 MTNs which mature in
January 2012.

On February 23, 2011, the GTAA announced that its President and Chief Executive Officer Lloyd
McCoomb intends to retire on January 31, 2012. The GTAA’s Board of Directors is currently
undertaking a search to locate a suitable replacement for Dr. McCoomb.

On February 28, 2011, the $250.0 million Series 2006-1 MTNs matured and were repaid using
cash on hand and certain reserve funds. 

Operating Activity

The GTAA monitors passenger activity levels and aircraft movements, including the type and size
of aircraft, as both passenger and aircraft activity have a direct impact on its financial results. 

During 2010, air carriers serving Toronto Pearson increased service (on a net basis) on 57 routes,
representing either completely new service or an increase in capacity on existing routes. It is
believed that the existence of the GTAA’s air service incentive programs was influential in the
decision by air carriers to add several of the new services. During 2009 and 2010, 13 air carriers
qualified for the air service incentive programs and collectively started or increased service on
43 routes from Toronto Pearson. 

Total passenger traffic at the Airport in 2010, was 31.8 million passengers, an increase of
4.9 per cent from the 2009 level of 30.4 million passengers. Passenger traffic at the Airport is
generally categorized as belonging to one of three sectors: domestic, or passengers travelling
within Canada; transborder, or passengers travelling between Canada and the United States; and
international, or passengers travelling between Canada and destinations outside Canada and the
United States. Domestic passenger traffic in 2010, was 12.7 million passengers, unchanged from
2009. Transborder traffic was 8.6 million passengers, a 7.0 per cent increase from 2009, and
international passengers numbered 10.5 million, a 9.5 per cent increase over 2009. The following
table summarizes passenger activity by sector for 2010 and 2009: 

(in millions) 2010 2009 % Change

Domestic 12.7 12.7 0.0%

Transborder 8.6 8.1 7.0%

International 10.5 9.6 9.5%

Total 31.8 30.4 4.9%
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The lack of growth in the domestic sector reflects the maturity of this market and the effect of
reduced economic activity associated with the oil and gas sector in Alberta and Saskatchewan,
the imposition of the Harmonized Sales Tax in Ontario on July 1, 2010, which increased the cost of
domestic airfare, and competition from Billy Bishop Toronto City Airport (“City Centre Airport”)
on the high-volume routes to Ottawa and Montréal. Significant increases in the average base
domestic airfares compared to 2009, may have also been a contributing factor. Growth in
transborder passenger traffic was the highest experienced in several years and can be partially
attributed to increased use of Toronto Pearson as a connection point for passengers travelling
from the United States to Canadian and international destinations, and an increase in transborder
services offered in response to the GTAA’s air service incentive programs. A decrease in the
average base transborder airfares compared to 2009, may have also been a contributing factor.
The international sector, as it has for several years, continues to show the strongest growth as
increased travel between Toronto and destinations in Asia, the Middle East and Latin America is
driven by increasing economic and cultural linkages with these emerging markets. In addition,
many of these markets were relatively less affected by the economic downturn. In June 2010,
China granted Canada “Approved Destination Status” which is expected to have a positive impact
on passenger travel between China and Canada. In addition, a number of new international
services started at Toronto Pearson in 2009 and 2010. As indicated above, it is believed that the
existence of the GTAA’s air service incentive programs was influential in the decision by air carriers
to add certain of these new services.

While passenger activity fluctuates from year to year, there is also some seasonal variation in
travel patterns including increased activity during the summer months and holiday periods. The
following graph illustrates the quarterly passenger levels (in thousands), by sector, for the past
three years:

Flight activity is measured by aircraft movements. The type and size of aircraft using the Airport
determines the total maximum take-off weight (“MTOW”) and the total number of arrived seats.
These measures are used to calculate airline charges for each flight. Total movements increased
by 2.5 per cent, from 407.8 thousand movements in 2009 to 418.0 thousand movements in 2010.
MTOW for 2010, was 13.1 million tonnes, an increase of 2.0 per cent as compared to 2009. Total
arrived seats increased by 3.0 per cent from 19.9 million in 2009 to 20.5 million in 2010. The
increases in movements, MTOW and arrived seats were due to the additional passenger demand
in 2010 compared to 2009.
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During the past several years airlines have been adjusting their fleet mixes and flight schedules in
order to improve their financial performance, resulting in higher airline load factors, or the ratio of
passengers to seats. The recent higher rates of growth in passenger activity, as compared to
growth in movements, MTOW and seats are evidence of increasing airline load factors. It is
expected that air carriers will continue to engage in capacity management techniques for the
foreseeable future.

The following chart illustrates the arrived seats, MTOW, and movements for the past three years,
by quarter:

The GTAA reviews and updates measures of Airport operating activity on an ongoing basis.
Changes to these measures, although generally not material, do occur. For the most current
operating activity statistics, please consult GTAA’s website at www.GTAA.com.

Results of Operations

The following section discusses the GTAA’s approach in setting its aeronautical rates and charges,
together with its financial results. In reviewing the financial results, it is important to note that
the GTAA is a non-share capital corporation. Accordingly, the GTAA’s financial model is based on
the premise that all funds, whether generated through revenue or debt, will be used for Airport
operations, ancillary aviation-related activities, construction, repairs and maintenance, debt
payments, reserve funds, and other activities within the GTAA’s mandate. 

RATE-SETTING

The objective of the GTAA’s annual aeronautical rate-setting approach is to break even on a
modified cash basis after including projected operating costs and reserve and debt requirements
as set out in the master trust indenture for the GTAA’s debt program (the “Trust Indenture”).
The Trust Indenture is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on the GTAA’s website at
www.GTAA.com. To calculate the rates and charges for a given year, projections are developed for
measures of Airport operating activity such as passengers, MTOW and arrived seats, non-
aeronautical revenue and operating costs. Operating costs include debt service for those assets
that are operational, but do not include non-cash items such as amortization of capital assets.
Capital costs, including interest for projects under construction, are funded through debt and are
not included in the calculation of the aeronautical rates and charges. However, a notional
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amortization of debt, based on a 30-year amortization period, which is not included in the
operating results, is included in the rate-setting calculation. This amortization of outstanding debt
is reserved and used for future debt repayments.

The two largest components of the aeronautical rates and charges are the landing fee and the
general terminal charge. Landing fees are set as a rate per tonne of MTOW to cover the projected
operating costs associated with the airfield and groundside areas of the Airport, plus ground rent,
payments-in-lieu of real property taxes (“PILT”) and specific debt service costs, offset by the
projected non-aeronautical revenue and a specified amount of AIF revenue. The general terminal
charges are set at a rate per landed seat to recover the projected operating costs of the terminals. 

The GTAA implemented new rates for landing fees and general terminal charges commencing
January 1, 2010. The landing fee for passenger aircraft was reduced by $3.39 per tonne or
10.0 per cent when compared to the 2009 landing fee and the landing fee for cargo-only aircraft
was reduced by $2.55 per tonne or 10.0 per cent. The general terminal charge was reduced by
10.2 per cent or $0.76 per seat for domestic arrivals and $0.95 per seat for non-domestic arrivals
when compared to the 2009 charges. At the same time, the GTAA also introduced an additional
air service incentive program offering rebates on landing fees to air carriers who provide new air
service from Toronto to select unserved or underserved destinations, provided they achieve
certain growth thresholds.

In 2009, the GTAA, in consultation with the air carriers serving the Airport, developed two new
aeronautical fees. A turnaround fee is charged for the use of terminal facilities to gate aircraft. This
fee is levied as a flat fee for each aircraft arrival at a terminal plus a rate per seat on the arriving
aircraft and is designed to recover operating and debt service costs associated with the post-
security portion of the terminals and the airside apron areas. A check-in fee is charged based on
the usage of check-in counters in the terminals and is designed to recover the operating and debt
service costs associated with the check-in areas of the terminals. These fees were implemented on
July 1, 2010. As the new fees replace a portion of the existing landing fee and general terminal
charge, the landing fee and general terminal charge were adjusted downward by a further
7.9 per cent and 9.5 per cent, respectively, effective July 1, 2010.

The introduction of these new fees is designed to increase transparency in the pricing of services
and facilities, offer choices to air carriers as to the level of service they purchase, offer the
opportunity for air carriers to reduce their cost of operations through the operational choices they
make, reduce Airport operating and capital costs and send pricing signals that will lead to a more
efficient use of Airport facilities.

Commencing on January 1, 2011, the general terminal charge was reduced by an average rate of
7.9 per cent (8.1 per cent or $0.49 per seat for domestic arrivals and 7.8 per cent and $0.59 per seat
for non-domestic arrivals) when compared to the 2010 charges. Landing fees for passenger aircraft
were reduced by 4.5 per cent. At the same time, the turnaround fee charged for gating passenger
aircraft at the Airport was increased to $66.66 per flight as part of the three-year phase-in of this
fee. The per seat portion of the turnaround fee increased to $2.41. The check-in fee for 2011
remains unchanged from the 2010 levels. The decrease in the landing fee and general terminal
charge largely offsets the increase in the turnaround fee. After adjusting for the changes in rate-
setting methodology, the 2011 aeronautical rates are essentially unchanged from those in effect
during 2010 on a per unit (MTOW and arrived seats) basis. The landing fees for cargo-only aircraft
were also reduced by 4.3 per cent when compared to the rates implemented on July 1, 2010.
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Also effective January 1, 2011, the Airport Improvement Fee (“AIF”) for passengers connecting
through Toronto Pearson decreased from $8 to $4. The AIF for originating passengers remained
unchanged at $25. The reduction in the connecting AIF was implemented to encourage more
connecting traffic through the Airport.

The GTAA’s continuing commitment to increase non-aeronautical revenues and manage operating
expenses is reflected in the reductions in average air carrier cost per enplaned passenger (the
amount that air carriers pay to the GTAA expressed as a per passenger rate), which began in 2008,
and continues with the 2011 fees. 

REVENUES

Revenues are derived from aeronautical charges (landing fees and general terminal charges which
include the turnaround fee and the check-in fee), AIF, and non-aeronautical sources such as car
parking and ground transportation, concessions, rentals, electricity sales and other sources. The
primary drivers for aeronautical revenue are aircraft movements. Landing fees are based on the
MTOW and general terminal charges are based on the number of seats of an arriving aircraft. The
AIF is charged per passenger and a significant portion of non-aeronautical revenues is somewhat
correlated to passenger activity. The following table summarizes the GTAA’s revenues for the
years ended December 31, 2010, 2009 and 2008:

(in thousands) 2010 2009 2008

$ $ $

Landing fees 362,734 415,320 447,062

General terminal charges 176,812 170,801 180,674

Aeronautical Revenues 539,546 586,121 627,736

AIF, net 304,918 262,331 255,727

Car parking & ground transportation 122,234 117,491 126,450

Concessions & rentals 134,347 131,173 136,242

Other 11,129 17,423 26,400

Total 1,112,174 1,114,539 1,172,555

Total aeronautical revenue for the year ended December 31, 2010, was $539.5 million, as
compared to $586.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2009. This decrease in 2010, as
compared to 2009 reflects the decrease in the rates for aeronautical fees introduced by the GTAA
on January 1, 2010, which more than offset the increase in MTOW and arrived seats between the
two years. The increase in general terminal charges during 2010, is attributable to the new gate
turnaround fee and counter check-in fee introduced as of July 1, 2010, which is included in the
general terminal charges. Prior to the introduction of these new fees, the related amounts were
recovered through both the landing fees and general terminal charges. 

AIF revenue, which is net of the commission paid to the air carriers for the collection of the AIF,
increased from $262.3 million in 2009, to $304.9 million in 2010. This increase reflects higher
passenger activity and the increase in the AIF for originating passengers from $20 to $25 which
became effective on June 1, 2009. As set out in the AIF agreements with each of the air carriers,
the GTAA has committed to use primarily all of the AIF revenue for capital programs, including
the associated debt service (interest and principal). Historically, the GTAA has used AIF revenue
to fund debt service, but retains the option of funding capital projects directly with AIF revenue.
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Recognizing that capital expenditures or payment of debt service and receipt of AIF revenue
may not occur in the same period, AIF revenue earned and collected, but not used in a given
period, is retained in the AIF Reserve Fund for future capital or debt service payments. In 2010,
$304.9 million of AIF revenue was earned and $278.9 million was used for capital projects or
debt service. This compares to $262.3 million earned and $260.0 million used during 2009.

The GTAA also receives fees or rental payments from car parking and ground transportation,
concessions, space rental and other rental properties. In total, these categories generated
$256.6 million in revenue in 2010, as compared to $248.7 million in revenue in 2009. This
increase is primarily attributable to the higher passenger volumes, which resulted in higher
demand for parking and ground transportation services at the Airport and an increase in
concession revenues and non-terminal building rent. These increases were partially offset by
a decrease in terminal rent.

Other revenues, which are primarily composed of revenues from the Cogeneration Plant,
consulting services and natural gas sales, totalled $11.1 million in 2010 as compared to
$17.4 million in 2009. The reduction is due to fluctuations in the price of natural gas and
electricity which resulted in reduced Cogeneration Plant operations during 2010.

EXPENSES

The GTAA’s expenses include the costs to operate and maintain the Airport, interest and
financing costs, and amortization of property and equipment. As noted previously, these
expenses as reported in the financial statements are determined in accordance to the Canadian
generally accepted accounting principles and are not entirely consistent with the expenses used
in the calculation of aeronautical rates and charges. Specifically, amortization is not recovered in
the setting of aeronautical rates and charges, while the principal component of debt service,
which is not an operating expense on the financial statements, is included in the rates and
charges calculations.

The following table summarizes GTAA’s expenses for the years ended December 31, 2010, 2009
and 2008:

(in thousands) 2010 2009 2008

$ $ $

Ground rent 120,317 140,615 140,622

Goods and services 227,911 223,871 282,188

Salaries, wages and benefits 109,130 123,948 108,571

Real property taxes and PILT 26,293 25,041 23,857

Operating Expenses 483,651 513,475 555,238

Interest and financing costs, net 434,472 414,757 452,501

Amortization of property and equipment 197,862 205,547 210,730

Total 1,115,985 1,133,779 1,218,469

Ground rent payments are calculated in accordance with the Ground Lease. The ground rent for
2008 and 2009 was recorded on the basis of a prescribed fixed rate per annum, whereas for 2010
and onward, ground rent expense is based on a percentage of the GTAA’s revenues. Ground rent
expense also includes the amortization of land acquisition costs. Ground rent expense during
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2010 was lower by $20.3 million, when compared to 2009 ($120.3 million compared to
$140.6 million for 2010 and 2009, respectively). This reduction is due to the change in the rent
calculation formula, as set out in an amendment to the Ground Lease signed in February 2008.

In July 2003, the Minister of Transport announced a 24-month ground rent deferral program
which had the effect of reducing the ground rent paid by $10.0 million in 2003, $21.0 million in
2004, and $10.5 million in 2005. The full ground rent expense was recorded for each period, with
an offsetting liability recorded on the balance sheet. However, from 2006 to 2015, as the deferred
amount is paid, the amount of ground rent actually paid to the federal government would be
$4.2 million greater than the amount recorded as an expense in the financial statements with the
liability reduced accordingly. The deferred amount paid each year is included in the calculation of
landing fees in each year. 

Goods and services, which comprise the general operating expenses for the Airport, were
$227.9 million and $223.9 million for 2010 and 2009, respectively. During 2010, when compared
to 2009, expense savings occurred in such areas as snow removal, equipment repair and
maintenance, and professional and contractual services, which were offset by certain one-time
expenses related to transformation or outsourcing initiatives. The goods and services expense also
increased as a result of a gain on the valuation of a derivative contract with the Ontario Power
Authority related to the Cogeneration Plant that was lower than the prior year’s gain.

The GTAA has both unionized and non-unionized employees and both groups are compensated
with salaries and benefits, including pension plans, medical and life insurance benefits and certain
other benefits. Salaries, wages and benefits decreased by $14.8 million, from $123.9 million in
2009 to $109.1 million in 2010. The net decrease is primarily attributable to employee benefits
related to a severance provision included in the GTAA’s collective bargaining agreement recorded
in 2009, and certain one-time expenses incurred in 2009 in connection with an early retirement
program offered to certain employees. This early retirement program was part of the GTAA’s
restructuring program initiated in 2009.

The GTAA has an exemption from the payment of real property taxes under the Assessment Act
(Ontario), and instead pays payments-in-lieu of taxes (“PILT”) to each of the Cities of Toronto and
Mississauga as prescribed by an Ontario regulation. The PILT amount due is based on passenger
activity for a specified prior year. PILT paid in 2009 was $25.0 million based on passenger activity
for 2006, and PILT paid for 2010 in the amount of $26.3 million was based on passenger activity
in 2007. The increase in passenger activity in 2008 will be reflected in higher PILT payments in
2011, and similarly, the traffic downturn of 2009 will be reflected in lower PILT payments in 2012. 

The year-over-year increase in interest and financing costs of $19.7 million is primarily attributed
to higher outstanding debt levels during the 2010 period, as the GTAA pre-funded a portion of its
2010 debt maturities, and lower capitalized interest. The increase was partially offset by a higher
gain on the valuation of restructured ABCP when compared to the prior year

Amortization of property and equipment decreased in 2010 to $197.9 million from $205.5 million
in 2009. The GTAA uses the declining balance method to calculate depreciation on its most
significant assets and absent any additions to the depreciable asset base, amortization of property
and equipment will decrease on a year-over-year basis. Given that the GTAA has substantially
completed its current major development programs or deferred certain other capital programs
until such time as conditions warrant, depreciation of existing assets outpaces the impact of any
new property and equipment added to the depreciable asset base.
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NET OPERATING RESULTS

The GTAA’s revenues and expenses, as discussed in the previous sections, generated the following
net operating results for the years ended December 31, 2010, 2009, and 2008:

(in thousands) 2010 2009 2008

$ $ $

Revenues 1,112,174 1,114,539 1,172,555

Operating expenses 483,651 513,475 555,238

Revenues over operating expenses 628,523 601,064 617,317

Interest and financing costs, net 434,472 414,757 452,501

Amortization of property and equipment 197,862 205,547 210,730

Revenues (under) expenses (3,811) (19,240) (45,914)

The components of revenues, operating expenses, interest and financing costs and amortization
of property and equipment in the respective periods were discussed previously. Revenues over
operating expenses, before interest and financing costs and amortization of property and
equipment increased to $628.5 million in 2010, from $601.1 million in 2009. The increase of
$27.5 million reflects a combination of the $2.4 million decrease in total revenues which was
more than offset by the $29.8 million reduction in operating expenses, which is attributable to
lower ground rent and salaries, wages and benefits expenses, partially offset by higher goods and
services related expenses. Interest and financing costs were $434.5 million for 2010, as compared
to $414.8 million for 2009, driven by higher outstanding debt levels during the 2010, as the GTAA
pre-funded a portion of its 2010 debt maturities, and lower capitalized interest.

The above table demonstrates that for each year, the revenues generated by the GTAA were more
than sufficient to cover operating expenses and interest and financing costs. 

The financial results reported by the GTAA include certain non-cash items, such as amortization
of property and equipment, which are not included in the calculation of the aeronautical rates
and charges. In accordance with its rate-setting approach, the GTAA expects that revenues and
reserve funds will continue to be sufficient to cover operating expenses and interest and financing
costs, including notional principal. Consistent with many infrastructure developments, the GTAA’s
net revenues may not be sufficient to cover the amortization of property and equipment for a
period of several years, which will result in total cash and non-cash expenses exceeding revenues.
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Summary of Quarterly Results

Selected unaudited quarterly financial information for the quarters ended March 31, 2009,
through December 31, 2010, is set out in the following table:

(in millions) 2010 2009

Quarter Ended Dec Sep Jun Mar Dec Sep Jun Mar

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Revenues 270 303 271 268 273 297 273 272

Operating expenses 129 119 117 119 146 116 119 133

Revenues over operating 
expenses 141 184 154 149 127 181 154 139

Interest and financing costs, net 110 105 111 108 114 101 98 102

Amortization 50 50 49 49 54 50 51 50

Revenues (under)/over expenses (19) 29 (6) (8) (41) 30 5 (13)

The GTAA’s quarterly results are influenced by passenger activity and aircraft movements which
vary with travel demand associated with holiday periods and other seasonal factors. In addition,
factors such as weather and economic conditions may affect operating activity, revenues and
expenses. Changes in operating facilities at the Airport may impact operating costs which may
result in quarterly results not being directly comparable. Due to these factors the historic
quarterly results cannot be relied upon to determine future trends.

There were no exceptional events that occurred during the fourth quarter of 2010 which had a
significant impact on Airport traffic or revenues.

The ground rent component of operating expenses experienced a reduction during the fourth
quarter of 2010 as certain clarifications surrounding the ground rent calculation formula were
obtained. The definition of Airport Revenue, as set out by the Ground Lease, is best characterized
as a combination of generally accepted accounting principles and a number of specific inclusions
or exclusions. The GTAA is working with Transport Canada to confirm GTAA’s calculation and
obtain clarification on the interpretation of certain inclusions and exclusions to Airport Revenue;
however, several areas require further clarification.

Capital Projects

After the GTAA assumed responsibility for the Airport in 1996, it initiated an extensive redevelop -
ment program to improve and redevelop the facilities to meet current and future demand. The
ADP included the construction of terminal facilities, roadways, cargo facilities, airside improve -
ments such as runways and taxiways, ancillary services and utilities infrastructure. The total cost
of the ADP, which was completed in January 2007, on time and on budget, was $4.4 billion.

Continued long-term growth in passenger demand will necessitate further expansion of
Terminal 1. In order to facilitate this, the GTAA has developed a work plan, entitled the Post ADP
Program, which includes the demolition of the inactive Terminal 2 and Terminal 2 parking garage;
apron construction in the area once occupied by Terminal 2; replacing the Terminal 2 parking
capacity and increasing the overall parking capacity at the Airport with the construction of the
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new Value Park Garage, a six-level parking facility in Area 6B on the east side of Airport Road;
replacement of certain utilities infrastructure; and the preliminary design of Pier G at Terminal 1.
The majority of this work was completed by the end of 2009. The exception was the preliminary
design of Pier G, which has been deferred until future requirements warrant this work, and the
demolition of the Terminal 2 parking garage and apron construction. The contract for the
demolition of the Terminal 2 parking garage and construction of the associated apron was
tendered and awarded at the end of 2010, and work has begun in 2011. The Post ADP Program has
an authorized budget of $439.7 million of which $272.5 million has been expended. The timing of
the final design and construction of Pier G and other future Airport expansion projects remain
under review, and will be dependent on demand. 

The GTAA has also undertaken a program to expand and redevelop certain areas in Terminal 3,
including the baggage handling systems and passenger processing areas as well as other
improvements. This work, which had been budgeted at $355.3 million, was substantially
complete as of December 31, 2010 at a cost of $358.9 million. 

In 2008, the GTAA approved another capital program, the Terminal 3 Master Plan, to improve
Terminal 3. This $85.1 million project will see improvements to the food and beverage and other
retail offerings in the terminal and changes to passenger processing and security areas designed to
improve passenger connections and other passenger flows through the terminal. The majority of
work under this program has been deferred and there were no material expenditures on this
program during 2010. The GTAA is reviewing the Terminal 3 Master Plan to address new security,
branding, pricing and capacity, retail and guest experience initiatives. Once the review has been
completed and approved, it will be implemented when passenger traffic demand warrants.

The GTAA has an ongoing Maintenance and Restoration Capital Program for the Airport to
maintain, improve or replace certain assets. During 2010, $38.9 million was expended on this
program. A major project completed in 2010 was the construction of the Gate 193 Commuter
Facility to replace the Terminal 1 satellite facility and bring all Terminal 1 operations into the main
terminal thereby improving customer service and eliminating bussing operations. Other projects
include the ongoing restoration and upgrading of airfield paved surfaces, upgrades to airfield
lighting control and monitoring systems, improvements to the Etobicoke Creek flood plain,
ongoing replacement of the Terminal 3 fire alarm system, Terminal 3 central processor roof
repairs, various modifications and enhancements to the baggage handling systems in both
Terminal 1 and 3, capital repairs and restoration and component replacements of roads, bridges,
sidewalks, signage, parking lots, parking structures, area lighting and utility distribution systems. 

The GTAA has historically funded, and expects to continue to fund, capital projects primarily
through borrowing in the debt capital markets.
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Assets and Liabilities

Total assets and liabilities as at December 31, 2010, as compared to December 31, 2009, are set
out in the following table:

(in millions) 2010 2009 2008

$ $ $

Total Assets 7,089.6 7,667.5 7,302.0 

Total Liabilities 7,511.8 8,085.8 7,700.9

Total assets at December 31, 2010 declined to $7.1 billion from $7.7 billion at December 31, 2009.
Similarly, there was a $0.6 billion reduction in total liabilities at December 31, 2010 when
compared to December 31, 2009. The reduction in both total assets and total liabilities is
primarily attributable to the use of cash and reserve funds to retire the $600.0 million Series
2000-2 MTNs and $350.0 million Series 2007-2 MTNs which matured during 2010, net of the
proceeds of the issuance of the $400.0 million Series 2010-1 MTNs. The increase in total assets
between 2008 and 2009 reflects an increase in cash and cash equivalents due to debt issues in
2009 to fund capital expenditures and to repay debt maturing in 2010; and an increase in reserve
and other funds due to ongoing collections of AIF and notional principal funds, offset by a
reduction in property and equipment due to their ongoing amortization. The increase in total
liabilities between 2008 and 2009 reflects the increase in debt mentioned above.

Cash and cash equivalents decreased from $551.8 million in 2009 to $170.2 million in 2010, as
certain of the 2009 balance was utilized toward repayment of debt maturities during 2010. The
cash and cash equivalents increased from $193.9 million at December 31, 2008, to $551.8 million
at December 31, 2009, as a result of the issuance of Series 2009-1 MTNs where some of the
proceeds were held for future debt repayment and capital expenditures.

Total reserve and other funds as at December 31, 2010, were $0.9 billion as compared to
$1.0 billion at December 31, 2009, generally unchanged on a year-over-year basis. Similarly, the
total reserve and other funds were $1.0 billion and $0.9 billion at December 31, 2009 and 2008,
respectively. These reserves, among others, represent funds for regular payments of interest and
principal and amounts set aside with the Trustee as security for specific debt issues. The variability
in the balances of these funds is caused by timing of interest and principal payouts by the Trustee
and new debt issuance activity. There are also funds set aside in accordance with the terms of the
Trust Indenture for operating and capital expenses, balances of which were generally stable; and
funds set aside by the GTAA for future principal payments and other commitments such as the
AIF Reserve Fund or the Notional Principal Fund, each of which is described below.

The AIF Reserve Fund, which accumulates net AIF revenue as it is collected, may be used by the
GTAA for capital programs or related debt service payments. In 2010, $304.9 million of AIF
revenue, net of commission paid to the air carriers for the collection of the AIF, was earned and
$278.9 million was used for capital projects or debt service. This compares to $262.3 million
earned, net of commission paid, and $260.0 million used during 2009.

The amounts deposited to the Notional Principal Fund are based on an estimated principal
collected through aeronautical rates and charges. As noted previously, the GTAA includes in its
projection of cash flow for rate-setting purposes the principal amortization for each debt issue
based on a 30-year amortization period for the debt, regardless of the actual term of the
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respective issue. Consistent with the treatment of interest expense, principal is only included in
the landing fee calculation for the debt associated with operational assets. On a quarterly basis,
the GTAA funds the Notional Principal Fund with the estimated principal collected in the previous
quarter. The Notional Principal Fund will be applied to the ongoing amortizing payments for Series
1999-1 revenue bonds or to repay any debt issue on maturity in whole or in part. During 2010,
$130.6 million was deposited to this fund and $195.5 million was utilized toward debt
repayments; resulting in a year-over-year decrease of $64.9 million. The Notional Principal Fund
increased to $130.2 million at December 31, 2009, as the balance was retained to be applied
toward debt repayments during 2010. All amounts available in the Notional Principal Fund during
2008 were used to reduce outstanding debt, resulting in a balance of nil at December 31, 2008.

The primary component of total liabilities is debt. As at December 31, 2010, the balance sheet
value totalled $7.3 billion of current and long-term debt obligations, as compared to $7.9 billion
and $7.5 billion as at December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively. The decrease between 2009 and
2010 of $0.6 billion represents the impact of the repayment of debt pre-funded in 2009 and pre-
funding of a portion of the 2011 capital expenditures and debt repayments, net of 2010 debt
repayments made using the Notional Principal Fund. The increase from 2008 to 2009, represents
funding for capital expenditures in 2009 and the pre-funding of 2010 capital expenditures and a
significant portion of 2010 debt repayments. 

During 2010, the GTAA issued $400.0 million of new debt, details of which are set out in the
following table:

(Principal in millions)

MTN Series Issue Date Maturity Date Principal Coupon Yield

2010-1 June 7, 2010 June 7, 2040 $400.0 5.630% 5.637%

Two issues were repaid during 2010, the $600.0 million Series 2000-2 MTNs and $350.0 million
Series 2007-2 MTNs.

The net deficiency reported on the balance sheet is a combination of the reserve funds which
have been funded through operating revenue and cumulative revenues under or over expenses.
Annually, revenues after operating expenses and interest and financing costs have not been
sufficient to cover amortization of property and equipment for several years. As a result the
GTAA has recorded revenues under expenses. This has resulted in a cumulative net deficiency of
$422.3 million as at December 31, 2010. Debt service included in the aeronautical charges
includes a notional principal amount based on a 30-year amortization which is lower in the early
years of the debt and increases over time, similar to the principal payments of a mortgage. This
notional principal amount is set aside in a reserve fund and it is the GTAA’s intention to use
these funds for future debt repayment. The amortization of the GTAA’s most significant assets is
reported on a declining balance basis, which is higher in the early years of the asset life and
decreases over time. This differential contributes to the GTAA’s cumulative net deficiency. It is
anticipated that when the principal component included in the landing fee increases to a level
where it is equal to or exceeds the reducing amount of amortization of property and equipment,
revenues will exceed all expenses including amortization of property and equipment, providing
the potential for improvement to the net asset position.
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Liquidity and Capital Resources

The GTAA is a corporation without share capital and accordingly is funded through operating
revenue, AIF revenue, reserve funds, the debt capital markets and its syndicated bank credit
facility. As noted previously, aeronautical charges are set each year to cover the projected
operating costs, including debt service and reserve requirements, after consideration of the
projected air traffic and passenger activity and non-aeronautical revenues. Consistent with its
residual approach, any funds generated by the GTAA are used to cover costs within its mandate.

An overall Capital Markets Platform was established by the GTAA with the Trust Indenture setting
out the security and other common terms and conditions of all debt, including bank facilities,
revenue bonds and MTNs. The program has been used to fund all capital programs and the GTAA
will continue to access the debt markets to fund capital programs and to refinance some or all of
its maturing debt. At December 31, 2010, there was an aggregate principal of $7.2 billion of
revenue bonds and MTNs, issued and outstanding, under the Capital Markets Platform, excluding
the bank facility. Any proceeds received from debt issues and not immediately required are
invested in investment-grade debt instruments until such time as they are required.

On March 19, 2010, the GTAA filed a shelf prospectus qualifying up to $1.5 billion of debt
issuance for capital expenditures, reserve funds, debt refinancing and other approved uses
through the 25-month period covered by the shelf prospectus.

On May 14, 2010, the $350.0 million Series 2007-2 MTNs matured and were repaid using cash on
hand and certain reserve funds. 

On June 7, 2010, the GTAA issued $400.0 million of Series 2010-1 MTNs with a term of thirty
years and a coupon rate of 5.63 per cent. Proceeds of the offering were used to fund debt
maturities, capital expenditures and to fund required reserve funds.

On July 19, 2010, the $600.0 million Series 2000-2 MTNs matured and were repaid using cash on
hand, including proceeds from the Series 2010-1 MTN issue and certain reserve funds. 

The GTAA has a $500.0 million credit facility and a $50.0 million facility for interest rate and
foreign exchange hedging activities, both with the same banking syndicate. These facilities mature
on November 22, 2013 and can be extended annually for one additional year with the lenders’
consent. The $500.0 million credit facility is used to fund capital or operating expenses, as
required, and provides flexibility on the timing for accessing the capital markets in the future.
These facilities rank pari passu with all other debt of the GTAA. Other than a $2.3 million letter of
credit, the GTAA had no funds drawn under the $500.0 million credit facility and no amounts
were utilized under the $50.0 million hedging facility, as at December 31, 2010.

Total reserve and other funds as at December 31, 2010, were $926.5 million, as compared to
$1.0 billion at December 31, 2009. All of the reserve funds are cash funded and invested and
depending on the nature of the fund, are held by the Trustee for specific purposes as required
under the Trust Indenture, or held by the GTAA in accordance with its own policies.

At December 31, 2010, the GTAA had a working capital deficiency of $276.4 million. As of that
date, the GTAA had available $926.5 million in reserves which are classified as long-term assets.
In addition the GTAA had available $170.2 million in cash and cash equivalents, the majority of
which is earmarked to partially repay the $250 million Series 2006-1 MTNs scheduled to mature
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on February 28, 2011 (classified as a current liability on the December 31, 2010, balance sheet),
and $497.7 million of credit available under its credit facility. The GTAA believes that its reserve
balances, available credit and cash balances, and its ability to access the capital markets provide
sufficient liquidity to mitigate any potential impact of the reported working capital deficiency.
The GTAA has no plans to raise additional working capital specifically to fund this deficiency.

The GTAA’s principal payments for the next five fiscal years include the amortizing payments for
MTN Series 1999-1, and the maturity of MTN Series 2002-1, Series 2002-2, Series 2005-1, Series
2006-1, and Series 2008-2. The GTAA has also entered into certain capital leases for equipment,
but the annual payments are not significant.

The table below sets out the GTAA’s financial liabilities by relevant maturity groupings based on
the remaining period from December 31, 2010, to the contractual maturity date. It does not
include pension and post-retirement liabilities as maturities are variable based on timing of
individuals leaving the plan. The table has been prepared based on the contractual undiscounted
cash flows based on the earliest date on which the GTAA can be required to pay. It includes both
principal and interest cash flows:

Less than 1 month to 1 year to
(in thousands) 1 month 12 months 5 years Thereafter

$ $ $ $

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 53,358 28,801 0 0

Province of Ontario 0 4,800 19,200 0

Long-term debt 29,580 662,183 3,830,041 8,331,758

82,938 695,784 3,849,241 8,331,758

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities will be funded through operations while the Province of
Ontario land transfer tax deferral and long-term debt obligations, are expected to be funded
through a combination of reserve funds and debt.

In connection with the operation and development of the Airport, the GTAA had capital commit -
ments outstanding at December 31, 2010, of approximately $113.0 million, as compared to
$124.4 million in 2009, primarily related to construction contracts.

The objective of the GTAA’s investment and cash management strategy is to ensure that the cash
requirements for operations, capital programs and other demands are met, and to maximize the
flexibility in accessing capital markets as may be required. The GTAA monitors its cash flow
requirements accordingly. Given its current cash balance, the current available credit facility,
reserves, access to the capital markets and projected operating revenues and costs, the GTAA
does not anticipate any funding shortfalls during 2011. However, there may be events outside of
the control of the GTAA that could negatively impact its liquidity.

ASSET BACKED COMMERCIAL PAPER 

During October 2010 the GTAA disposed of all of its remaining investments in restructured ABCP
for proceeds of $90.6 million, representing 58.9 per cent of the face value of $153.9 million. The
ABCP had been “frozen” in July 2007 while the Pan-Canadian Investors Committee for Third-Party
Asset Backed Commercial Paper (the “Committee”) negotiated a restructuring of these notes.
Under the restructuring, the GTAA received a face value of $180.9 million of the MAV restructured
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ABCP notes. Since that time certain notes were cancelled, redeemed or sold, in whole or in part,
resulting in the remaining face value of $153.9 million at the time of disposition.

As of December 31, 2009, the GTAA held restructured ABCP with an estimated fair value of
$82.9 million (face value of $166.8 million). The estimated fair value was determined using a
probability weighted discounted cash flow model, which estimated the fair value based on the
expected interest rates and redemption dates of the various classes of MAV securities. 

The following is a summary of the disposal of restructured ABCP which occurred during
October 2010:

(in millions)

Estimated Fair Value at
Series / Class of Notes Face Value September 30, 2010 Proceeds

$ $ $

MAV II Class A-1 Notes 61.5 43.5 42.8

MAV II Class A-2 Notes 59.1 36.6 35.3

MAV II Class B 10.7 3.4 4.0

MAV II Class C 4.1 0.0 0.3

MAV II IA Tracking Notes 18.5 8.2 8.2

153.9 91.7 90.6

As of the date of this report, all of the GTAA’s restructured ABCP holdings have been cancelled,
redeemed or disposed of, resulting in net proceeds to the GTAA of $93.1 million, approximately
51.1 per cent of the $182.2 million face value of the GTAA’s ABCP holdings prior to restructuring.

Financial Instruments and Other Instruments

The Clean Energy Supply contract with the Ontario Power Authority associated with the
Cogeneration Plant contains an embedded derivative and is valued each reporting period. All
financial instruments are recognized on the balance sheet and measured at fair value at initial
inception. The GTAA has designated its reserve and other funds as available for sale and its cash
balances as available-for-sale. As at December 31, 2010, the GTAA fair-valued all securities
designated as available-for-sale. Unrealized gains and losses on financial instruments designated
as available-for-sale will be recognized in unrealized changes in net assets. As at the date of this
report the GTAA is not a party to any active hedges.

Reserve and other funds, other investments and security deposits are reflected in the financial
statements at values which approximate fair values due to the short-term nature of these
instruments.

Significant Accounting Policies and Estimates

The accounting policies of the GTAA are set out in Notes 4 and 5 of the Financial Statements and
Notes as of December 31, 2010 and 2009. There were no changes to accounting policies of the
GTAA during 2010.
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In preparing the financial statements, management is required to make certain estimates or
assumptions that affect the reported amount of assets and liabilities and the disclosure of
commit ments and contingencies at the date of the financial statements and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ
from estimates.

Property and equipment for the Airport include items such as improvements to leased land,
runways, terminal and other buildings, and roadways. These assets are recorded at cost and
amortized over the useful life of the asset. Amortization of assets commences when the asset is
brought into operation, and for certain assets, such as the terminal buildings, the asset may be
brought into or removed from operations in stages. 

The timing for revenue recognition depends on the nature of the revenue and the specific
agreements in place. Landing fees, general terminal charges and car parking revenues are
recognized as the airport facilities are utilized. Airport Improvement Fees, net of airline
administration fees, are accrued upon the enplanement of the passenger. AIF revenues are based
on passenger activity as reported by individual air carriers and may be subject to later adjustment.
Concessions revenue is charged on a monthly basis and is recognized based on a percentage of
sales or specified minimum rent guarantees. Ground transportation revenue is recognized based
on a combination of the duration of the term of the licenses and permits and utilization fees.
Rental revenue is recognized on a straight-line basis over the duration of the respective
agreements. Revenue derived from the Cogeneration Plant, included in other revenue, is
recognized as electricity is delivered to customers. 

The GTAA maintains both defined benefit pension plans and defined contribution pension plans
for its employees. The pension costs of the defined benefit plans are actuarially determined using
the projected benefit method pro-rated on service and best estimate assumptions. For the
purpose of calculating the expected return on plan assets, those assets are valued at fair value.
The costs of the defined benefit plans are recognized as the benefits are earned through employee
service. The costs of the defined contribution pension plans are expensed as the GTAA becomes
obligated to contribute to the defined contribution plans. The assumptions used to estimate the
pension plan assets and liabilities are further discussed in Note 14 of the Financial Statements of
the GTAA for the years ended December 31, 2010 and 2009.

International Financial Reporting Standards 

In February 2008, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants announced that Canadian
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) for publicly accountable enterprises will be
replaced by International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) for fiscal years beginning on or
after January 1, 2011. Accordingly, the conversion from Canadian GAAP to IFRS will be applicable
to the GTAA’s reporting for the first quarter of 2011, for which the current and comparative
financial information will be prepared under IFRS. The GTAA has determined that the transition to
IFRS will impact accounting, financial reporting, internal controls over financial reporting,
information systems and processes as well as certain contractual arrangements. 

Given the magnitude of the effort involved in this conversion, the GTAA prepared a formal
conversion plan to implement IFRS which consisted of three phases: 
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PHASE ONE:  SCOPING AND DIAGNOSTIC

This phase consisted of a high-level assessment to identify key areas of Canadian GAAP – IFRS
differences that were most likely to impact the GTAA. The assessment was integral in prioritizing
issues identified to enable the subsequent steps in the process. Activities in this phase also
included the recruitment and training of core technical resources to be deployed on the
conversion project. This phase is complete.

PHASE TWO: ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT

This phase involved the detailed assessment of the changes that will be caused by the conversion
to IFRS. It resulted in the design and development of detailed plans to address the differences
identified during the Scoping and Diagnostic Phase. During the Analysis and Development Phase,
the GTAA contemplated the determination of accounting policies, documented position papers
on each standard, and identified required changes to accounting and reporting processes,
information systems, internal controls and other business processes. Education, training and
communication has taken place and will continue throughout the duration of the conversion
project. This activity will involve not only key finance employees but also other staff and
management as well as the Audit Committee, Board of Directors and external parties such as
bondholders and analysts. With the exception of the ongoing education, training and
communication, this phase is complete.

PHASE THREE:  IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW

During this phase changes were made to accounting processes and supporting information
systems to support the findings in the second phase. In addition, formal documentation of the
final approved accounting policies and procedures compliant with IFRS were completed.
Quantification of anticipated impacts have been undertaken, however the GTAA will continue to
refine the draft pro-forma financial statements and notes that will exist under IFRS. 

In accordance with the GTAA’s approach to the certification of internal controls required under
Canadian Securities Administrator’s National Instrument 52-109, all entity level, information
technology, disclosure and business process controls were reviewed and updated to reflect
changes arising from the GTAA’s conversion to IFRS. No material changes or material deficiencies
were identified as a result of the GTAA’s conversion to these new accounting standards. This
process is complete. 

During the fourth quarter of 2010, the GTAA made significant progress on the completion of the
third phase of the project. The project work has identified that the most significant financial
impact of the transition to IFRS on the future financial results will be in respect of the following:

(a) IFRS 1, First-time Adoption of IFRS: 

IFRS 1 provides the framework for the first-time adoption of IFRS and outlines that, in general, an
entity shall apply the principles under IFRS retrospectively and that adjustments arising on
conversion from Canadian GAAP to IFRS shall be directly recognized in net assets. However, IFRS 1
also provides a number of optional elections and exemptions from retrospective application of
certain IFRS requirements as well as mandatory exceptions which prohibit retrospective
application of standards. The GTAA has analyzed the various accounting policy choices available
and has determined to implement those which are the most appropriate. The most significant
elections and exemptions for the GTAA are summarized in the following table:
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Area of IFRS Summary of Elections/Exemptions Available

Property and Equipment Choices: The GTAA may elect to report items of property and equipment in its
opening balance sheet on the transition date at a deemed cost instead of the actual
cost that would be determined under IFRS. The deemed cost of an item may be
either its fair value at the date of transition to IFRS or an amount determined by a
previous revaluation under Canadian GAAP (as long as that amount was close to
either its fair value, cost or adjusted cost). The exemption can be applied on an
asset-by-asset basis.

Policy selection: The GTAA will not elect to report any items of property and
equipment in its opening balance sheet at the deemed cost but will instead report
the items at cost after reflecting the impacts of componentization.

Expected transition impact: None
Expected future impact: None

Employee Benefits Choices: The GTAA may elect to recognize all cumulative actuarial gains and losses
through opening net assets (deficiency) at the date of transition to IFRS. Actuarial
gains and losses would have to be recalculated under IFRS from the inception of
each of the company’s defined benefit plans if the exemption is not taken. The
GTAA’s choice must be applied to all defined benefit plans consistently.

Policy selection: The GTAA will recognize all cumulative actuarial gains and losses
in net assets (deficiency) at the date of transition.

Expected transition impact: As at January 1, 2010, cumulative unamortized
actuarial losses amounted to approximately $6.3 million.

Expected future impact: None.

Borrowing Costs Choices: This exemption allows the GTAA to elect to apply the transitional
provisions of International Accounting Standard (“IAS”) 23, Borrowing Costs. Under
IAS 23 there is a requirement to disclose interest capitalized in the period and a
requirement to capitalize borrowing costs related to qualifying assets. The IAS 23
transitional provisions allow an entity to choose the date to apply capitalization of
borrowing costs relating to all qualifying assets. This date is either the later of
January 1, 2009, or the date of transition to IFRS or an earlier date. 
Policy selection: The GTAA will elect to apply this exemption and capitalize
borrowing costs related to qualifying assets prospectively.

Expected transition impact: None

Expected future impact: None

The remaining IFRS 1 elections and exemptions have limited or no application to the GTAA.

(b) Property and equipment: 

IFRS and Canadian GAAP generally contain the same basic principles for property and equipment,
however there are some differences. Specifically, IFRS more clearly provides that property and
equipment is measured at cost, allocating material items into components and amortizing each
component separately. The GTAA expects that the componentization of property and equipment
will result in a reduction of the opening balance sheet value. The reduction is expected to be in a
range of 2.5 per cent to 3.0 per cent of the accounting cost of property and equipment, as at
January 1, 2010, as certain components will have increased accumulated amortization compared
to what was previously recorded under Canadian GAAP. Going forward, amortization of the
depreciable asset base is expected to increase reflecting the need to allocating some components
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from the primary assets and amortize these assets over their expected shorter estimated
useful lives.

(c) Employee benefits:

IFRS imposes stricter limits on the amount an entity can record as an accrued benefit asset.
IFRS requires an entity to consider when an economic benefit is available and how a minimum
funding requirement, as prescribed by federal legislation, affects the calculation of available
economic benefits. 

As a result of the adoption of IFRS, portions of the accrued benefit asset are expected to be
eliminated and the GTAA will be required to record a liability representing the minimum funding
obligations related to certain of its pension plans. The GTAA is currently evaluating the impact to
opening net assets (deficiency) as a result of this difference.

(d) Borrowing costs: 

Under Canadian GAAP, an entity can chose whether to expense or capitalize borrowing costs
whereas IFRS requires qualifying borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition,
construction or production of a qualifying asset to be capitalized as part of the cost of that asset.

The GTAA has historically capitalized borrowing costs to the cost of qualifying assets under
Canadian GAAP. Management has identified the differences in how capitalized interest is
currently being calculated under Canadian GAAP from that required under IFRS and will adopt
these differences prospectively as allowable under the transitional provisions of IAS 23. 

(e) Impairment of assets:

Canadian GAAP generally uses a two-step approach to impairment testing: first comparing asset
carrying values with undiscounted future cash flows to determine whether impairment exists; and
then measuring any impairment by comparing asset carrying value with fair values. IAS 36
(“Impairment of Assets”), uses a one-step approach for both testing for and measurement of
impairment, with asset carrying values compared directly with the higher of fair value less costs
to sell and value in use (which is determined using discounted future cash flows). The difference in
methodologies may result in additional asset impairments upon transition to IFRS. 

The GTAA has determined the cash-generating units to be used for the purpose of impairment
testing. Models have been developed, which will be used for testing of impairment going forward,
if required. As at January 1, 2010, no impairment exists.

(f) Other:

Management has executed implementation plans which include establishing systems and
preparing financial data which allow the GTAA to report IFRS compliant financial statements for
2011 and also ensure that 2010 IFRS compliant comparative data is collected. A formal review of
IFRS conversion work completed to date has been carried out by management and will continue
to be reviewed to ensure ongoing compliance with IFRS standards. 

Several IFRS standards are in the process of being amended by the International Accounting
Standards Board (“IASB”). The GTAA monitors the IASB’s announcements on an ongoing basis,
giving consideration to any proposed changes, where applicable, in its assessment of differences
between IFRS and GAAP. However, since all potential changes to IFRS that will be effective as at
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December 31, 2011, are not yet known, any conclusions drawn at this time must be considered
preliminary. As a result, at this time, the GTAA cannot reasonably determine the full impact that
adopting IFRS may have on its financial and future results. 

Internal Controls and Procedures

GTAA management is responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures to ensure that information required to be disclosed to satisfy the GTAA’s continuous
disclosure obligations is recorded, processed, summarized and reported as required by applicable
Canadian securities legislation. Management has carried out an evaluation of the effectiveness as
of December 31, 2010, of the design and operation of the disclosure controls and procedures, as
defined in National Instrument 52-109, Certification of Disclosure in Issuers’ Annual and Interim
Filings, under the supervision of, and with the participation of, the President and Chief Executive
Officer (“CEO”), and the Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”). Based on this
evaluation, the CEO and CFO concluded that the disclosure controls and procedures are effective
in recording, processing, summarizing and reporting, on a timely basis, information required to be
disclosed by the GTAA to satisfy its continuous disclosure obligations and are effective in ensuring
that information required to be disclosed in the reports that the GTAA files is accumulated and
communicated to management as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required
disclosure. The Board of Directors has reviewed and approved the GTAA’s Policy Regarding
Corporate Disclosure Controls and Procedures. Management has determined that as at
December 31, 2010, the design and operation of the disclosure controls and procedures continues
to be effective. 

GTAA management is responsible for designing and implementing internal controls over financial
reporting to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of the GTAA’s reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with Canadian GAAP.
As required under National Instrument 52-109, the GTAA, under the supervision and with the
participation of the CEO and the CFO, has carried out an evaluation of the effectiveness as at
December 31, 2010, of its internal controls over financial reporting. Based on this evaluation, the
GTAA’s CEO and CFO concluded that the Corporation maintained effective internal control over
financial reporting as at December 31, 2010. While no material weaknesses with respect to
internal controls over financial reporting have been identified as at December 31, 2010, any
assessment may not detect all weaknesses nor prevent or detect all misstatements because of
inherent limitations. Additionally, projections of any assessment of effectiveness to future periods
are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate due to changes in conditions or
deterioration in the degree of compliance with the GTAA’s policies and procedures. There were no
changes in the GTAA’s internal controls over financial reporting that occurred during the quarter
ended December 31, 2010, that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially
affect, its internal control over financial reporting.

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS

The GTAA is committed to ensuring that activities undertaken at the Airport are carried out in an
environmentally responsible manner, in compliance with applicable environmental laws and
regulations, and good environmental management practices, and with sensitivity to community
and public concerns. 
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In April 1999, the GTAA obtained an ISO 14001 certification for its environmental management
program, the first airport in North America to earn this distinction. The GTAA has achieved re-
certification annually since 1999, including in 2010. Through the process of annual ISO
certification renewals and regular internal audits, the GTAA’s environmental management is
being continuously improved. As a requirement of the ISO 14001 certification, the GTAA
developed and implemented an Environmental Management Policy for the Airport that is
updated annually. The impact of the GTAA’s Environmental Management Policy is to reduce and
control the risks of environmental contamination, and to promote continuous improvement
and regulatory compliance.

The mandate of the GTAA’s Board of Directors includes the responsibility to identify the principal
risks associated with the GTAA’s business and to ensure that the appropriate systems are in place
to effectively monitor and manage those risks. Due to the nature of the GTAA’s operations, the
Board of Directors has delegated to its Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder Relations
Committee the responsibility for the oversight of environmental risks and issues affecting the
Airport. This Committee monitors and evaluates the GTAA’s development and implementation of
environmental policies, practices and activities following the ISO 14001 environmental standard
to ensure that they are effective and meet or exceed legislative and regulatory requirements and
best practices. The Committee reviews regular management reports relating to environmental
risks, opportunities and matters.

Using the ISO 14001 Environmental Management Program, environmental risks at the Airport
are identified and ranked by severity and likelihood. Mitigation plans are then developed,
implemented, monitored and continuously improved. The GTAA’s Environmental Department
provides quarterly reports on environmental risks and mitigation plan monitoring to senior
management and the Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder Relations Committee.

The principal environmental risks at the Airport are spills of jet fuel, glycol-based deicing fluid and
other hazardous substances. Virtually all of these substances are owned and handled by third
parties operating at the Airport. The distribution, storage and management of jet fuel are the
responsibility of third party fuel suppliers and Pearson International Fuel Facility Corporation, an
airline consortium. The storage, spraying and recovery of glycol-based deicing fluid and the
operation of the Central Deicing Facility (“CDF”) is the responsibility of Servisair, a third party
contractor. The management and disposal of glycol is the responsibility of Ontario Clean Water
Agency, also a third party contractor. Inland Technologies is contracted to process the high
concentrate spent glycol for re-sale. The storage, use and transportation of hazardous substances
are the responsibility of the owners of the hazardous substances, contractors, warehouse tenants,
air carriers, and trucking firms. These parties are subject to applicable environmental laws and
regulations, and, where applicable, contractual obligations with the GTAA. 

Global climate change may manifest itself in more severe weather events. As part of its prepared -
ness for more severe weather events, the GTAA is updating its stormwater-flood study in 2011 to
determine what improvements, or changes to its operational practices could be considered to
prevent Airport flooding during severe storms. The cost of this study is expected to be
approximately $100,000.

Since global climate change is related to the release of greenhouse gases, the GTAA implemented
its Greenhouse Gas Management Policy in 2010. The policy provides that rather than purchasing
carbon credits, the financial instruments representing emission offsets or allowances, the GTAA
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will spend the equivalent amount on greenhouse gas reduction initiatives. This policy requires the
GTAA, by 2020, to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions (including those from purchased
electricity) by 20 per cent below a 2006 baseline. The current emphasis is on energy use
reduction, and projects that have been completed in 2010 include substituting LEDs for inefficient
incandescent and florescent lighting, removing unnecessary lighting and installing solar panels to
operate stop sign lighting. Approximately $0.3 million was spent in 2010, on energy reduction
studies and trials. Substantial greenhouse gas reduction programs are targeted for 2011 that will
cost approximately $3.2 million. Under current laws, the GTAA is not required to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions. The GTAA’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction program is a voluntary
program which is consistent with the GTAA’s goal of achieving long term sustainability. In addition
to lessening the impact on the environment, another advantage of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions is the reduction in electricity consumption and cost.

The GTAA’s Noise Management Program features preferential runways, prescribed approach and
departure flight procedures, and restrictions on the hours that certain types of aircraft may use
the Airport. The GTAA created a Community Environment and Noise Advisory Committee
comprised of local residents, elected officials, representatives of the aviation industry and the
GTAA. This Committee meets regularly to discuss and review issues and complaints relating to
noise and other environmental impacts of Airport operations. In addition, the GTAA has worked
with the neighbouring municipalities to create an Airport Operating Area (“AOA”) surrounding the
Airport. The AOA, which is based on noise contours, delineates an area within which land uses
that are incompatible with Airport operations, including residential development, are actively
opposed by the GTAA. The AOA has been incorporated into the official plans of the cities of
Toronto, Mississauga and Brampton, and the Region of Peel.

The two principal environmental protection programs implemented by the GTAA are its
stormwater management master plan, and the glycol recovery program at the Central Deicing
Facility (“CDF”).

The GTAA has adopted a stormwater management master plan for the Airport. This plan includes
the construction of stormwater control facilities and related infrastructure to prevent runoff from
existing runways and Airport lands from exceeding stormwater quality and quantity guidelines.
The GTAA spent $53.4 million in connection with the stormwater management master plan in
the 1996–2007 periods. The stormwater management master plan has been completed and will
be expanded as needed when further airside facilities are developed. The operational impact of
the stormwater management master plan is to ensure that the release of groundwater does not
exceed environmental guidelines. In 2009, the GTAA upgraded its stormwater management
electronics system at a cost of $70,000.

The second principal environmental protection measure implemented by the GTAA is the glycol
recovery program at the CDF. This program includes a series of catch basins and underground
tanks to collect glycol-based deicing fluid after being sprayed on aircraft. The captured deicing
fluid is separated into low- and high-glycol concentrations. The low-glycol concentrations are
piped to municipal sanitary waste water treatment plants. The high concentration glycol is
processed on-site for off-Airport re-sale. As a further environmental protection measure, a high-
density polyethylene liner and perforated pipe system have been installed beneath the CDF to
collect any deicing fluid that may leak underground. This collected deicing fluid is then separated
into low-or high-glycol concentrations for disposal. These environmental protection measures at
the CDF were completed in 1999 at a capital cost of approximately $16 million.
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During the 2009-2010 winter season, the CDF collected approximately 153 million litres of
glycol-contaminated snow and rainwater, which had a disposal cost of approximately $1.0 million.
The operational impact of the glycol recovery program is to ensure that the release of glycol-
based deicing fluid does not exceed environmental guidelines. 

Additional disclosure relating to the environmental matters is contained in the GTAA’s Annual
Information Form for the year ended December 31, 2010.

Risks and Uncertainties

The GTAA’s Board of Directors is accountable for the oversight of the principal risks of the GTAA’s
business. The Audit Committee and certain other standing committees of the Board are
responsible for ensuring that management has appropriate policies and procedures to identify and
manage specific risks and to ensure that such policies and procedures are effective.

In 2010, the GTAA’s Board of Directors approved an Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”)
program. The purpose of the ERM program is to instil a behavioural awareness among employees
and provide a disciplined process to identify, mitigate and manage risks. The ERM program is
incorporated into the GTAA’s decision-making process.

The GTAA, its operations, and its financial results and condition are subject to certain risks. At
the present time, these include, without limitation, the risks set out below. Other risks may be
detailed from time to time in the GTAA’s publicly filed disclosure documents, including its
Annual Information Form.

Systemic Aviation Industry Risk: The GTAA’s ability to derive revenues from its operation of the
Airport depends on a variety of factors, many of which are not within the control of the GTAA. The
health of the air transportation industry and future airline traffic at the Airport will be affected by,
among other things, growth of the population and the condition of the economy of the GTA;
unemployment rates; national, U.S. and international economic conditions; regulatory actions
and legislative changes; international air transportation agreements; air carrier instability; the
ability and willingness of airlines to provide air service; capital market conditions; air fare levels
including taxes and surcharges; labour disputes; the availability and cost of aviation fuel; carbon
emissions charges, taxes and restrictions; insurance costs; environmental regulation; the
operation of the air traffic control system; competition from telecommunications, ground
transportation and other airports; health epidemics (including, but not limited to, SARS and the
avian flu) and related travel advisories; geopolitical risk; war; and the perceived threat of terrorist
attacks and additional security measures put in place to guard against such attacks. 

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the attempted terrorist attacks on December 22,
2001, and December 25, 2009, had several impacts on Toronto Pearson. The rate of passenger
growth slowed and new security measures increased the cost of air travel such as the federal
government’s Air Travellers Security Charge. Changing restrictions on carry-on items, together
with new passenger screening processes made the departure process more disruptive and time
consuming. Enhanced security screening and their actual or perceived delays may adversely
impact passenger growth. 
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It became evident during the latter part of 2008 that passenger volumes were declining as the
economic slowdown in the United States spread to Canada and the rest of the world. The airlines
responded to the decrease in passenger volumes in a number of ways to reduce their aircraft and
seat capacity. In some cases, less profitable routes were cancelled or reduced in frequency. Some
air carriers have allocated smaller aircraft to lower volume North American routes, while at the
same time some air carriers substituted larger aircraft on high-volume and long-haul
international routes, and adjusted their frequencies to ensure reasonable load factors. Such
changes in the fleet mix and air service patterns can impact the GTAA’s planning of facilities and
its projection of landing fees and general terminal charges. The GTAA uses projected revenues,
expenses, MTOW and arrived seats to calculate the landing fee per tonne and the general
terminal charge per seat. The risks inherent in this approach are that expenses may be
underestimated or non-aeronautical revenues overestimated, resulting in inadequate aeronautical
revenue for the GTAA to break even on a modified cash basis or meet its debt covenants.
Aeronautical revenue may also be lower than expected if there is a reduction in the number of
aircraft movements or the size of aircraft compared to projections. 

The following events illustrate some of the negative factors affecting levels of aviation activity.
Passenger traffic at Toronto Pearson decreased by 6.2 per cent in 2009, compared to 2008, due to
the economic recession. This decrease can be compared to the historic year-over-year decreases in
passenger volumes experienced at the Airport of 3.1 per cent and 7.5 per cent respectively during
2001 and 2002, due to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the decrease of 4.6 per
cent in 2003, due to the Iraq war and SARS. 

Partner Concentration Risk: Over dependence on a limited number of business partners may
materially impact the operations and financial condition of the GTAA should one of these
“significant” partners substantially reduce or cease operations at Toronto Pearson or take actions
that are harmful to the GTAA. If an airline serving the Airport were to cease operations or to
reduce service at the Airport, some period of time could elapse before other airlines absorb its
traffic. In addition, the GTAA is exposed to the risk of financial loss if any tenant or air carrier
operating at the Airport files for creditor protection or declares bankruptcy. Since Air Canada,
including its regional affiliate Georgian Airlines, and Jazz (with which Air Canada has a Capacity
Management Agreement), carried 56.2 per cent of total Airport passengers in 2010, the GTAA has
a particular exposure to this dominant air carrier. If a domestic airline ceases operations, the
absorption of its domestic traffic would depend on the willingness and ability of other domestic
carriers to reallocate aircraft to do so, since under current laws an airline foreign to Canada is not
eligible to carry Canadian domestic traffic. The absorption of transborder and international traffic
would depend on the willingness and ability of foreign and domestic airlines to reallocate aircraft
to do so. The GTAA has taken measures to protect itself from defaulting air carriers by strengthen -
ing its payment terms with the air carriers and obtaining security deposits, where appropriate.

Funding Risk: As at December 31, 2010, the GTAA had outstanding debt securities including
accrued interest and net of unamortized discounts and premiums of approximately $7.3 billion,
the proceeds of which were used to fund the acquisition of Terminal 3, to rebuild and expand the
Airport’s infrastructure, and to fund the GTAA’s reserve funds. The GTAA will need to continue to
access the capital markets to refinance maturing debt and finance future capital projects. The
GTAA has included in the calculation of its landing fees a notional principal component to enable
portions of principal to be paid down when debt matures. This notional principal component will
increase over time based on a thirty-year amortization.
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There is always risk when raising funds in the capital markets, including risks relating to fluctuating
interest rates and the availability of funds at any point in time. External factors – such as economic
conditions, government policies, catastrophic events and the state of the financial markets – can
impact the GTAA’s ability to access the capital markets. While the GTAA’s debt program has
historically been well received by the capital markets in Canada, any dislocation in the global capital
markets could affect the GTAA’s ability to meet its financing requirements. The GTAA monitors the
overall debt markets and works with its financial advisors to select the timing, size and term of any
debt issue so as to ensure continued access to the markets and to take advantage of opportunities.
The GTAA also monitors its debt maturity profile to minimize refinancing risk in the future.

As part of the Corporation’s debt program, the Trust Indenture sets out certain covenants that the
GTAA must meet, including two specific coverage tests for operating expenses and debt service
payments. If revenue or expenses are substantially different than projected, there is a risk of not
meeting the coverage tests. The operating coverage test requires that the total revenue must at
least cover all operating expenses, including interest and financing costs. The debt service
coverage test requires that the net revenues, which for this purpose may also include available
credit, must be at least 1.25 times the total interest and financing costs, including notional
principal. In meeting these tests, the AIF revenue included is the amount transferred from the AIF
Reserve Fund, and may not be the same as the AIF earned. If the debt service covenant test is not
met in any year, the GTAA is not in default of its obligations under the Trust Indenture so long as
the test is met in the subsequent year.

Economic Risk: There is a risk that the GTAA may become unable to maintain sustainable and
profitable operations due to changes in economic conditions. This includes variability in
commodity prices (oil), interest rates, currency exchange rates, and other economic forces that
could impact the supply of or the demand for air travel, thus affecting the GTAA’s operating and
financial results. In recent years, air carriers faced a number of difficulties that resulted in reduced
profitability and in some cases bankruptcy or corporate reorganization. Many of the surviving air
carriers were able to reorganize themselves to operate within the new realities of volatile fuel
prices, recovery from the economic slowdown, tightening credit and other challenges.

Security Risk: The Canadian government is responsible for passenger, baggage and cargo screening
at the Airport. The GTAA is responsible for other aspects of security including maintaining secure
access to restricted areas of the Airport and policing. Both terrorist and criminal organizations
have targeted airports in the past. The inability to maintain a secure environment for the GTAA’s
employees and customers, and its physical and information technology assets may result in a loss
of confidence by the travelling public or air carriers leading to a reduction in aviation activity at
the Airport. A security breach may also result in additional regulation impacting air carriers,
passengers or tenants and lost revenue or additional expense to the GTAA. 

Major Incident Risk: Any airport, including Toronto Pearson, is subject to the risk of a loss of
confidence by air travellers as a result of a major incident such as an airline crash or terrorist
attack at the Airport or elsewhere, whether or not attributable directly or indirectly to the GTAA.
A major incident could cause Toronto Pearson to cease operations for a period of time thereby
reducing its revenues. The GTAA could also be blamed for the faults of others that could also
result in a loss of confidence and a reduction in Airport passenger volumes. 
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Political Relationship Risk: The GTAA is subject to policy, regulation and legislation enacted by
various levels of government including those governing airport safety, security and operational
standards. The GTAA is also a tenant of the federal government under the Ground Lease.
Unanticipated or adverse changes to such policies, regulations or legislation or the Ground Lease
may adversely impact the operations of the Airport and the financial condition of the GTAA. 

Culture Change Risk: The implementation of the GTAA’s Strategic Plan and strategic imperatives
will require a shift in the focus of the organization from Airport builder to efficient operator to
customer-focused service provider. A failure to fully implement these required changes may
impact the GTAA’s ability to realize its strategic goals. 

Resource Management Risk: The GTAA has undertaken a number of initiatives to implement its
Strategic Plan. Should appropriate resources (skilled human and financial) not be appropriately
identified, secured, aligned and prioritized, the GTAA may not be successful in implementing
these plans and realizing its Strategic Plan objectives.

Brand & Reputation Risk: Any action or inaction or perceived action or inaction by the GTAA, its
representatives or business partners may impair Toronto Pearson’s image publicly resulting in the
loss of public confidence, increased regulator intervention or harm to Toronto Pearson’s brand. 

Customer Orientation Risk: The implementation of the GTAA’s Strategic Plan and strategic
imperatives will require a shift in the focus of the organization to become more innovative,
proactive and customer-focused in delivering value to its stakeholders. A failure to adequately
identify and understand customer needs or to make the required changes in customer focus may
result in the GTAA’s inability to meet its business objectives.

Strategic Planning Risk: As the GTAA updates and evolves its Strategic Plan, there exist risks that
the GTAA’s corporate strategy may not be correct, planning processes may overlook critical
operating design considerations, or incorrect strategic or investment choices are made, which
may impact GTAA’s ability to meet its business objectives.

Outsourcing Risk: The GTAA contracts third parties for a number of services including certain
information technology services, baggage system operation and maintenance, and the repair and
maintenance of certain other assets. These services impact Airport and air carrier operations and
the travelling public. There may be risks to the GTAA’s operations, financial results and reputation
should the GTAA fail to adequately select, provide standards for, measure, evaluate and monitor
these outside service providers. 

Business Model Risk: The GTAA is currently organized as a not-for-profit non-share capital
corporation operating the Airport under the Ground Lease. Certain limitations inherent in this
business model may impact the organization’s ability to realize strategic goals. The GTAA has
undertaken financial modelling and scenario analysis and has concluded that the current business
organization is compatible with its current strategic objectives.

Regulatory Compliance Risk: Airport operations are governed by a number of regulations and
standards. The failure to meet regulatory requirements by the GTAA, air carriers or other operators
may impact the GTAA’s ability to operate the Airport or achieve strategic goals and objectives.

Asset Integrity Risk: The provision of services at the Airport is dependant on the availability of
physical infrastructure such as terminal buildings, parking structures, runways and taxiways.
Should any of these facilities become unavailable due to accident, incident or maintenance
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failures the ability to provide services and earn revenues may be impaired. The GTAA maintains
insurance to protect against damage to property and business interruption. The GTAA operates a
well developed asset management system including proactive inspections and repairs and
maintenance. 

Labour Risk: In 2009, the GTAA and CAW Local 2002, which represents the unionized employees
of the GTAA (excluding firefighters), settled the terms of a consolidated collective agreement
which expires on July 31, 2013. Also in 2009, the Airport’s largest air carrier, Air Canada, settled
with its unionized employees the terms of its collective agreements due to expire between
February 28 and May 22, 2011. After the expiration of these collective agreements, there is a risk
of a strike or lockout if the parties are unable to agree on the terms of a new collective agreement.
Likewise it is anticipated that a strike or lockout of Air Canada’s unionized employees could result
in delays in accessing the Airport due to picketing activity and a decrease in the GTAA’s revenues if
Air Canada’s operations are materially impacted. In the event of a strike by the unionized
employees of an air carrier, the GTAA will implement its labour contingency plans to maintain
continued airport operations.

In 2010, the GTAA and the Pearson Airport Professional Firefighters Association (“PAPFFA”)
agreed to extend the terms of their collective agreement from July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2011 with
certain wage increases. The GTAA and PAPFFA will commence negotiations in Spring 2011 to
determine the terms of a collective agreement for a period commencing July 1, 2011. If the
parties are unable to come to an agreement by that time, outstanding items would be referred to
Interest Arbitration. During that period, the firefighting and emergency response services of the
GTAA’s firefighters will continue to be provided at the Airport, as these services are deemed
essential services and a labour strike is prohibited.

Litigation Risk: Due to the nature of its operations and the magnitude of its development projects,
the GTAA is exposed to litigation risk from time to time in the normal course of business. The
GTAA manages its litigation risk primarily through its Corporate Risk division, its Legal Services
department, its claims settlement processes and insurance.

Litigation where GTAA is a defendant falls into three categories: claims covered by insurance,
construction claims and other litigation. Litigation covered by insurance includes personal injury
and property damage claims, such as the lawsuits arising from the Air France accident of August 2,
2005, where the GTAA’s financial exposure is limited to its insurance deductible. 

The GTAA is involved in four construction claims. Two of the construction claims have been
settled and the GTAA is in the process of documenting the settlements. The GTAA is the plaintiff
in one of the remaining construction claims and is the defendant in the other.

Other litigation includes an application by the City of Mississauga (“Mississauga”) to review a
decision by Public Works and Government Services Canada (“PWGSC”) that determined the GTAA
was required to pay Mississauga $841,360 in payments in lieu of development charges regarding
airport development undertaken by the GTAA between 1996 and 2004. Mississauga seeks
additional payments in lieu of development charges of $26 million. 

Other litigation also includes a second application by Mississauga heard in September 2010,
where Mississauga seeks, pursuant to the Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act (Canada) (the “Act”), a
payment from PWGSC of approximately $985,000 for 2000 to 2002 property taxes that
Mississauga alleges were not paid by two former tenants of the GTAA. Mississauga commenced
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its legal action against PWGSC after PWGSC denied Mississauga’s application because the
companies involved were not direct tenants of the federal government. The court released its
decision in February 2011 holding that PWGSC has the authority under the Act to make payments
in lieu of property taxes in situations involving the GTAA’s tenants, who are subtenants of the
federal government. The court order does not address whether PWGSC should make a payment
in lieu of property taxes to Mississauga in the circumstances. Pursuant to the Ground Lease, the
GTAA must reimburse PWGSC for any payments in lieu of property taxes which PWGSC makes
pursuant to the Act.

Airport Competition Risk: Toronto Pearson competes with other airports for air passenger traffic.
There is a risk of the diversion of passengers from Toronto Pearson to other airports. Toronto
Pearson’s main competitors for transborder and domestic traffic are Buffalo Airport and City
Centre Airport.

In 2010, approximately 1.9 million passengers using Buffalo Airport were Canadians, who
comprised approximately 36 per cent of that airport’s passenger volume. It is estimated that
approximately one million passengers who used Buffalo Airport in 2010 were from the Greater
Toronto Area and Hamilton. U.S. low cost air carriers at Buffalo Airport such as JetBlue,
Southwest Airlines and AirTran, offer reduced air fares due to their lower airline cost structure and
the lower taxes that are imposed there. In addition, airport fees charged to air carriers are lower at
Buffalo Airport than Toronto Pearson. In general, U.S. airports do not pay rent to the federal
government as is the case in Canada, but instead receive government subsidies, and some U.S.
airports, such as Buffalo Airport, have little or no customs and immigration administration costs.

In 2010, City Centre Airport handled approximately 1.2 million passengers, a 48 per cent increase
over 2009, as a result of the expansion of Porter Airlines’ route network of scheduled domestic
and transborder flights. In 2010, the owner of City Centre Airport announced that Air Canada and
Continental Airlines were granted operating slots at that airport for service commencing in 2011.

The Airport also competes with other major North American airports in cities such as New York,
Chicago and Detroit for North American hub and gateway traffic. These airports or the air carriers
operating out of them may undertake competitive responses to increased connecting traffic at
Toronto Pearson.

Additional disclosure relating to the risk factors is contained in the GTAA’s Annual Information
Form for the year ended December 31, 2010, and Financial Statements and Notes for the years
ended December 31, 2010 and 2009.

Conclusion

Despite an uneven economic recovery in 2010, there was a strong recovery in Airport activity in
2010 compared to the downturn of 2009. This is reflected in all measures of Airport activity and
the financial results of the GTAA. While there continues to be some risk for the air travel
industry due to continued economic uncertainty, the GTAA is cautiously optimistic about future
growth in Airport activity. The GTAA also remains focused on activities designed to continue to
reduce costs, grow non-aeronautical revenues and, working with our air carrier partners, to
attract new air service.
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The GTAA believes that continued prudent planning and strategy setting strengthen the GTAA
and leave Toronto Pearson well positioned to capitalize on growth opportunities as the economy
and air travel demand recover. 

The GTAA is at a stage in its development where the Airport has sufficient capacity to meet
passenger demand for several years. As a result, the demand for new capital development funds is
greatly reduced from the period when the ADP was being implemented. This pause in the
redevelopment of the Airport, together with the management focus expressed in its strategic
plan, position the GTAA well to continue to meet the developing air travel needs of the south-
central Ontario region. 

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Information

This MD&A contains certain forward-looking information about the GTAA. This forward-looking
information is based on a variety of assumptions and is subject to risks and uncertainties. There is
significant risk that predictions, forecasts, conclusions and projections, which constitute forward-
looking information, will not prove to be accurate, that the assumptions may not be correct and
that actual results may vary from the forward-looking information. The GTAA cautions readers of
this MD&A not to place undue reliance on the forward-looking information as a number of factors
could cause actual results, conditions, actions or events to differ materially from the targets,
expectations, estimates or intentions expressed in the forward-looking information. 

Words such as “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate” and similar
expressions, as well as future or conditional verbs such as “will”, “should”, “would” and “could”
often identify forward-looking information. Specific forward-looking information in this MD&A
includes, among others, statements regarding: demand for air travel in the GTA; budgets and
expenditures relating to capital programs; terminal, airside, infield and other capital
developments at the Airport; the relationship between the GTAA’s revenues and reserve funds and
its operating expenses and interest and financing costs; non-aeronautical revenues; airline load
factors and fleet mix; the commencement of operations of facilities currently under construction
at the Airport; the GTAA’s capital borrowing requirements and its ability to access the capital
markets; passenger projections; the impact of incentive programs and reductions in aeronautical
rates; the implementation of new aeronautical or other fees; cash flows and liquidity; the use of
current cash and cash equivalent balances; the impact of China granting Canada the “Approved
Destination Status” on transborder and international activity; the impact of terrorism or the
threat of terrorism and enhanced security screening on passenger activity; the GTAA’s financial
exposure to lawsuits; the transfer of the remaining Boeing lands; the impact of a strike or lockout
of GTAA or Air Canada’s unionized employees; and the impact of the transition to IFRS.

The forward-looking information is based on a variety of material factors and assumptions
including, but not limited to: long-term growth in population, employment and personal income
will provide the basis for increased aviation demand in the GTA; the Canadian, U.S. and global
economies will recover and grow at expected levels; air carrier capacity will meet the demand for
air travel in the GTA; the growth and sustainability of low cost and other air carriers will
contribute to aviation demand in the GTA; the GTA will continue to attract domestic, transborder
and international travellers; the commercial aviation industry will not be directly affected by
terrorism or the threat of terrorism; the cost of additional aviation security will not overly burden
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air carriers, passengers, shippers or the GTAA; no significant event will occur that impacts the
ordinary course of business such as a natural disaster or other calamity; the GTAA will be able to
access the capital markets at competitive terms and rates; and there are no significant cost
overruns or delays relating to capital programs. These assumptions are based on information
currently available to the GTAA, including information obtained by the GTAA from third-party
experts and analysts.

Risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results expressed or
implied by forward-looking information include, among other things: volatility in the economic
recovery and growth; high rates of unemployment; levels of aviation activity; air carrier instability;
aviation liability insurance; construction risk; geopolitical unrest; terrorist attacks and the threat of
terrorist attacks; war; health epidemics; labour disputes; capital market conditions; changes in
laws; adverse amendments to the Ground Lease; competition from other airports, telecom -
munica tions and ground transportation; the availability and cost of jet fuel; carbon emission costs
and restrictions; adverse regulatory developments or proceedings; environmental issues; lawsuits;
and other risks detailed from time to time in the GTAA’s publicly filed disclosure documents.

The forward-looking information contained in this MD&A represents expectations as of the date
of this report and is subject to change. Except as required by applicable law, the GTAA disclaims
any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information whether as a
result of new information, future events or for any other reason.
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Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting

The financial statements of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority have been prepared by
management and approved by the Board of Directors and the Members of the Greater Toronto
Airports Authority. Management is responsible for the preparation and presentation of the
information contained in these financial statements and other sections of this Annual Report.
The Greater Toronto Airports Authority maintains appropriate systems of internal control,
policies and procedures which provide management with reasonable assurance that assets are
safeguarded and that financial records are reliable and form a proper basis for the preparation
of financial statements.

The Greater Toronto Airports Authority’s independent auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
have been appointed by the members of the Corporation to express their professional opinion on
the fairness of these financial statements.

The Board of Directors ensures that management fulfills their responsibilities for financial reporting
and internal controls through an Audit Committee, which is composed of five directors. This
Committee reviews the financial statements and reports to the Board of Directors. The auditors
have full and direct access to the Audit Committee.

President and Chief Executive Officer Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

March 9, 2011
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Independent Auditor’s Report

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE GREATER TORONTO AIRPORTS AUTHORITY

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Greater Toronto Airports
Authority, which comprise the balance sheets as at December 31, 2010 and December 31, 2009
and the statements of operations, changes in net assets (deficiency) and cash flows for the years
then ended, and the related notes including a summary of significant accounting policies.

Management’s responsibility for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements
in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles, and for such internal control
as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained in our audits is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority as at December 31, 2010 and December 31, 2009 and
the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with
Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

Chartered Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants

Mississauga, Ontario

March 9, 2011
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Balance Sheets

As at December 31 (in thousands)                                                                                                 2010                       2009

                                                                                                                                                              $                               $

Assets

Current

    Cash and cash equivalents                                                                                           170,188                  551,803

    Accounts receivable (Note 7)                                                                                             36,604                   40,081

    Prepaid expenses                                                                                                               11,351                       3,677

    Inventory                                                                                                                             8,204                      8,502

                                                                                                                                              226,347                 604,063

    Reserve and other funds (Note 6)                                                                                   926,503               1,000,391

    Other assets (Note 9)                                                                                                         83,487                    69,937

    Property and equipment (Note 10)                                                                             5,821,844               5,965,047

    Accrued benefit asset (Note 14)                                                                                         31,376                   28,086

                                                                                                                                            7,089,557               7,667,524

Liabilities

Current

    Accounts payable and accrued liabilities                                                                       82,159                     72,295

    Security deposits and deferred credits                                                                          66,958                     66,132

    Current portion of deferred ground rent (Note 3)                                                             4,156                       4,156

    Current portion of long-term debt (Note 11)                                                                 349,516               1,062,172

                                                                                                                                              502,789               1,204,755

    Deferred credit and other liabilities (Notes 9 and 14)                                                       41,584                     41,917

    Deferred ground rent (Note 3)                                                                                           16,625                    20,782

    Long-term debt (Note 11)                                                                                             6,950,825               6,818,378

                                                                                                                                            7,511,823              8,085,832

Net Assets (Deficiency) (Note 20)

    Externally restricted                                                                                                         75,490                     79,279

    Internally restricted                                                                                                       304,325                 330,057

    Unrestricted                                                                                                                  (802,081)               (827,644)

                                                                                                                                            (422,266)               (418,308)

                                                                                                                                            7,089,557               7,667,524

Commitments and contingent liabilities (Notes 17 and 18)

Signed on Behalf of the Board                                                                                              Signed on Behalf of the Board

Marilynne E. Day-Linton, Director                                                                     Lawrence D. Worrall, Director

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statements of Operations

Years Ended December 31 (in thousands)                                                                                     2010                       2009

                                                                                                                                                              $                               $

Revenues

    Landing fees                                                                                                                   362,734                  415,320

    General terminal charges                                                                                               176,812                   170,801

    Airport improvement fees, net (Note 8)                                                                        304,918                   262,331

    Car parking and ground transportation                                                                       122,234                   117,491

    Concessions                                                                                                                       79,863                   78,638

    Rentals                                                                                                                               54,484                    52,535

    Other                                                                                                                                   11,129                     17,423

                                                                                                                                              1,112,174                1,114,539

Operating Expenses

    Ground rent (Note 3)                                                                                                         120,317                   140,615

    Goods and services                                                                                                         227,911                   223,871

    Salaries, wages and benefits                                                                                         109,130                 123,948

    Real property taxes and payments-in-lieu of real property taxes (Note 15)               26,293                     25,041

                                                                                                                                              483,651                   513,475

Revenues over expenses before interest and financing costs, 
    net and amortization                                                                                                     628,523                 601,064

Interest and financing costs, net (Notes 6 and 13)                                                                 434,472                   414,757

Amortization of property and equipment                                                                         197,862                 205,547

Revenues under expenses                                                                                                       (3,811)                 (19,240)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statements of Changes in Net Assets (Deficiency)

2010
                                                                                Balance,       Unrealized         Revenues       Transfers/                                       Balance,
                                                                              Beginning      Changes in               Under     Allocations               Use of               End of

Year Ended December 31 (in thousands)                 of Year       Net Assets         Expenses       and Other                Funds                   Year

                                                                            $                   $                   $                   $                   $                   $

Externally restricted

Operating and maintenance reserve     62,925                   –                   –             350                   –        63,275

Renewal and replacement reserve             3,000                   –                   –                   –                   –         3,000

Debt service fund – principal                    13,354                   –                   –       25,426      (29,565)         9,215

                                                              79,279                   –                   –         25,776      (29,565)      75,490

Internally restricted

Airport improvement fees 
collected, net                                     106,458                   –                   –     299,871   (278,904)     127,425

Notional principal of 
long-term debt                                   130,175                   –                   –     130,627    (195,502)     65,300

Debt service coverage 
requirement                                         93,424                   –                   –         18,176                   –       111,600

                                                            330,057                   –                   –     448,674   (474,406)   304,325

Total Restricted net assets                         409,336                   –                   –     474,450    (503,971)    379,815

Unrestricted

Unrestricted net deficiency                 (830,059)                 –         (3,811)       29,521                   –   (804,349)

Accumulated unrealized 
changes in net assets:

Loss on hedge                                       (6,815)            922                   –                   –                   –         (5,893)

Gain on interest rate swap                   9,230       (1,069)                 –                   –                   –           8,161

Unrestricted net deficiency                       (827,644)           (147)       (3,811)       29,521                   –   (802,081)

Total Net deficiency                                   (418,308)           (147)       (3,811)    503,971    (503,971) (422,266)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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2009
                                                                              Balance,       Unrealized         Revenues         Transfers/                                       Balance,
                                                                          Beginning       Changes in               Under       Allocations               Use of               End of

Year Ended December 31 (in thousands)                   of Year       Net Assets           Expenses         and Other                Funds                   Year

                                                                          $                  $                  $                  $                  $                  $

Externally restricted

Operating and maintenance reserve       50,299                   –                   –         12,626                   –        62,925

Renewal and replacement reserve             3,000                   –                   –                   –                   –          3,000

Debt service fund – principal                     19,280                   –                   –           4,881       (10,807)       13,354

                                                                72,579                   –                   –         17,507       (10,807)       79,279

Internally restricted

Airport improvement fees 
collected, net                                       142,112                   –                   –     224,346   (260,000)     106,458

Notional principal of 
long-term debt                                               –                   –                   –       130,175                   –       130,175

Debt service coverage 
requirement                                         119,820                   –                   –       (26,396)                 –        93,424

                                                              261,932                   –                   –       328,125   (260,000)     330,057

Total Restricted net assets                           334,511                   –                   –     345,632     (270,807)    409,336

Unrestricted

Unrestricted net deficiency                   (735,994)                 –       (19,240)     (74,825)                 –    (830,059)

Accumulated unrealized 
changes in net assets:

Loss on hedge                                         (7,737)             922                   –                   –                   –         (6,815)

Gain on interest rate swap                  10,299         (1,069)                 –                   –                   –          9,230

Unrestricted net deficiency                        (733,432)           (147)     (19,240)     (74,825)                 –     (827,644)

Total Net deficiency                                   (398,921)           (147)     (19,240)     270,807     (270,807)   (418,308)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statements of Cash Flows

Years Ended December 31 (in thousands)                                                                                     2010                       2009

                                                                                                                                                              $                               $

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Revenues under expenses                                                                                                       (3,811)                 (19,240)

Items not affecting cash

    Amortization of property and equipment                                                                  197,862                 205,547

    Loss on disposal of property and equipment                                                                 3,965                           36

    Loss (gain) on redemption and change in fair value of ABCP investments                (7,751)                       (862)
          (Note 6 and 13)

    Amortization of other assets (Note 9)                                                                                 1,332                       1,209

Excess of cash funding over pension expense                                                                     (3,290)                   (4,691)

Change in fair value of derivative, net (Note 9)                                                                       (1,313)                       (760)

Changes in non-cash working capital

    Decrease in accounts receivable                                                                                       3,477                       5,596

    Increase in prepaid expenses                                                                                            (7,674)                       (247)

    Decrease in inventory                                                                                                            298                         341

    Decrease in accounts payable, accrued liabilities and accrued interest                     (8,277)                   (1,838)

    Increase in security deposits, deferred credits and other liabilities                                 493                   34,056

                                                                                                                                                175,311                   219,147

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

    Acquisition of property and equipment                                                                       (56,672)               (155,314)

    Proceeds on disposal of property and equipment                                                             142                           65

    Proceeds on redemption of ABCP investments (Note 6)                                               90,627                      2,090

    Land acquisition costs (Note 9)                                                                                       (13,569)                             –

    Other investments                                                                                                                      –                     26,813

    Reserve and other funds                                                                                                   (8,988)               (103,296)

                                                                                                                                                  11,540                (229,642)

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

    Issuance of medium term notes and long-term debt (Note 11)                                   397,581                 635,247

    Repayment of medium term notes and long-term debt (Note 11)                           (961,891)               (261,668)

    Draw on credit facility                                                                                                                 –                     57,000

    Repayment of credit facility                                                                                                       –                   (57,000)

    Bank indebtedness                                                                                                                       –                     (1,036)

    Decrease in deferred ground rent payable (Note 3)                                                         (4,156)                    (4,156)

                                                                                                                                            (568,466)                368,387

Net Cash (Outflow) Inflow                                                                                               (381,615)                 357,892

Cash and Cash Equivalents, Beginning of Year                                                               551,803                   193,911

Cash and Cash Equivalents, End of Year                                                                           170,188                  551,803

As at December 31, 2010, cash and cash equivalents consisted of short-term investments of $167.8 million, cash of $14.2 million less  outstanding
cheques of $11.8 million. At December 31, 2009, cash and cash  equivalents  consisted of short-term investments of $515.8 million, cash of
$42.9 million less outstanding cheques of $6.9 million.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements  December 31, 2010 and 2009

1. National Airports Policy

In July 1994, the federal government announced its National Airports Policy whereby the
management, operation and maintenance of 26 airports within the National Airport System was
to be transferred through various ground lease arrangements to locally controlled Canadian
Airport Authorities (“CAAs”). The National Airports Policy also prescribed the Fundamental
Principles for the creation and operation of CAAs including the Public Accountability Principles
to be adopted by each CAA.

CAAs are free to operate airports on a commercial basis and have the authority to set all fees
and charges. The federal government retains regulatory control over aeronautics and as such will
set safety and security standards for airports, licence airports and regulate the aviation industry
as a whole.

2. Corporate Profile of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority

Greater Toronto Airports Authority (“GTAA”) was incorporated on March 3, 1993 under Part II of
the Canada Corporations Act, as a corporation without share capital. This corporate structure
ensures that the excess of revenues over expenses is retained and reinvested in airports and airport
operations under control of the GTAA. The Bylaws of the GTAA were amended in 2009. The GTAA
is governed by a 15-member Board of Directors (the “Board”). Directors serve a term of three years
and are eligible to be re-appointed subject to a maximum limit of nine years. Seven Directors are
appointed by the Board on a cyclical basis from a pool of candidates identified in a search process
provided that at least three of these appointments are candidates who have been nominated by
the Named Community Nominators comprised of The Board of Trade of the City of Brampton, The
Board of Trade of the City of Mississauga, The Toronto Board of Trade, the Law Society of Upper
Canada, Association of Professional Engineers Ontario, and the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Ontario. The Board appoints five Directors from municipal candidates. Each of the Regional
Municipalities of York, Halton, Peel and Durham and the City of Toronto are entitled to provide, on
a rotating basis, the names of three candidates and the Board appoints one of the three candidates
for each available position as a Director. In addition, the Government of Canada and the Province
of Ontario are entitled to appoint two Directors and one Director, respectively.

The GTAA is authorized to operate airports within the south-central Ontario region, including the
Greater Toronto Area on a commercial basis, to set fees for their use and to develop and improve
the facilities. In accordance with this mandate, the GTAA manages and operates Toronto Pearson
International Airport (the “Airport”). Under the terms of a ground lease (see Note 3, Airport
subject to ground lease), the Airport was transferred to the GTAA in 1996. The Airport operates on
1,882 hectares of land which includes Terminals 1 and 3, airside assets including five runways,
taxiways and aprons, groundside assets including bridges and parking lots, infield assets including
an aircraft deicing facility and cargo buildings, and ancillary structures. Excluded are any assets
owned by Nav Canada, the operator of Canada’s civil air navigation system.

The GTAA is committed to the continuing development of the Airport. This includes continued
redevelopment of the terminals, increasing airside capacity, increasing cargo and aircraft facilities,
and reconstructing the roadway system. 
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3. Airport Subject to Ground Lease

On December 2, 1996, the GTAA assumed the operation, management and control of the Airport
for a period of 60 years, together with one renewal term of 20 years, by virtue of a ground lease
(the “Ground Lease”) between the GTAA, as tenant, and Her Majesty the Queen in Right of
Canada, represented by the Minister of Transport (“Transport Canada”), as landlord. The GTAA
assumed the obligations of Transport Canada under all existing agreements at the Airport.

The Ground Lease is the principal document governing the relationship between the GTAA and
Transport Canada at the Airport. It determines the rent to be paid and generally allocates risk and
responsibilities between the GTAA and the federal government for all matters related to the
operation of the Airport. Under the Ground Lease, all revenue and expenditure contracts in effect
on December 1, 1996, were assigned to the GTAA. The GTAA did not assume any liability with
respect to claims against the federal government incurred prior to December 2, 1996.

By virtue of its status as the tenant under the Ground Lease, the GTAA has the authority to set
and collect airline rates and charges, negotiate and issue leases, licences and permits and
construct and develop the infrastructure of the Airport. The Ground Lease permits the GTAA to
pledge its leasehold interest in the Airport as security.

In February 2008, the GTAA and Transport Canada executed an amendment to the Ground
Lease that replaced the previous calculation for ground rent. The new formula was phased in
such that in 2008 and 2009, ground rent was set at fixed amounts. Beginning in 2010, ground
rent is being calculated as a percentage of revenue, as defined in the Ground Lease (“Airport
Revenue”), using an escalating percentage of Airport Revenue which has the following ranges:
0% for revenue below $5.0 million, 1% for revenue between $5.0 million and $10.0 million,
5% for revenue between $10.0 million and $25.0 million, 8% for revenue between $25.0 million
and $100.0 million, 10% for revenue between $100.0 million and $250.0 million, and 12% for
revenue in excess of $250.0 million. The calculation of Airport Revenue is subject to audit by
Transport Canada.

In July 2003, the Government of Canada announced a program to allow for a deferral in the
ground rent for a two-year period commencing July 1, 2003, in the amount of $41.6 million. This
amount is being repaid over a 10-year period, commencing in 2006, through increased annual
ground rent payments of approximately $4.2 million per year. The decrease in the liability for
2010 was approximately $4.2 million, bringing the total remaining liability to $20.8 million. 

4. Significant Accounting Policies

PRESENTATION AND BASIS OF ACCOUNTING

The GTAA’s financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles. The preparation of financial statements requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the
disclosure of commitments and contingencies at the date of the financial statements and the
reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the reporting period. These estimations and
assumptions include the useful lives of property and equipment, valuation allowances, certain
revenue amounts and fair value measurements. Actual results could differ from estimates.

GROUND LEASE

The Ground Lease is accounted for as an operating lease. 
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CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents include cash and short-term, highly liquid investments with an original
term of 90 days or less.

INVENTORY

Inventory consists of natural gas and parts and supplies held for use at the Airport. Inventory is
stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value.

OTHER ASSETS

As required under the terms of the Ground Lease, the title of any land acquired is transferred to
the federal government while GTAA retains use of the land. The purchase price for acquired land is
recorded as land acquisition costs on the balance sheet and amortized on a straight-line basis over
the remaining term of the Ground Lease. These costs are tested for impairment annually. An
impairment loss is recognized when the assets carrying value is no longer recoverable from its
future estimated undiscounted cash flows and exceeds its fair value. 

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

Property and equipment are recorded at cost. Property and equipment include items such as
improvements to leased land, runways, buildings and roadways. These assets will revert to
Transport Canada upon the expiration or termination of the Ground Lease.

Property and equipment are amortized at the following annual rates:

Buildings and support facilities, parking structures, 2.5% declining balance for terminal facilities
pedestrian bridges and approach systems, and 2.5% to 20% declining balance for non-terminal facilities
apron works (“Terminal and Airside assets”)

Baggage handling systems Straight-line over 25 years

Improvements to leased land Straight-line over the remaining term of the Ground Lease

Runways and taxiways 2.5% declining balance
15 years straight-line for runway and taxiway surfaces

Operating assets 10% to 30% declining balance

Capital leases 10% to 30% declining balance 

Leases entered into by the GTAA for the use or operation of equipment are classified as capital,
to the extent they meet the criteria for capitalization in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS

Construction in progress is transferred to property and equipment when the asset is placed in
service. Interest associated with borrowing funds for construction in progress is capitalized until
the work is substantially complete and assets are operational.

REVENUE RECOGNITION

Landing fees, general terminal charges and car parking revenues are recognized as the airport
facilities are utilized. Airport improvement fees, net of airline administration fees, are accrued
upon the enplanement of the passenger and are subject to reconciliation with the air carriers (see
Note 8, Airport improvement fees, net). Concessions revenue is earned on a monthly basis and is
recognized based on a percentage of sales or specified minimum rent guarantees. Ground
transportation revenue is recognized based on a combination of the duration of the term of the
licences and permits and utilization fees. Rentals revenue is recognized straight-line over the
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duration of the respective agreements. Revenue derived from the Cogeneration facility, included
in other revenue, is recognized as electricity is delivered.

SALARIES,  WAGES AND BENEFITS

Employee salaries, wages and benefits are accrued as earned by employees.

EMPLOYEE FUTURE BENEFIT PLANS

The GTAA maintains both defined benefit pension plans and defined contribution pension plans
for its employees. The pension costs of the defined benefit plans are actuarially determined using
the projected benefit method pro-rated on service and best estimate assumptions. For the
purpose of calculating the expected return on plan assets, those assets are valued at fair value.
The unamortized net actuarial gain or loss exceeding 10% of the greater of the accrued benefit
obligation at the beginning of the year and the fair value of plan assets at the beginning of the
year is deferred and amortized over the average remaining service life of active employees. The
average remaining service period of the active employees covered by one of the defined benefit
pension plans is eight years (2009 – eight years) and the other plan is two years (2009 – two
years). Past service costs arising from plan amendments are deferred and amortized on a straight-
line basis over the average remaining service period of active employees at the date of
amendment. The costs of the defined benefit plans are recognized as the benefits are earned
through employee service. A curtailment loss is recognized in the statement of operations when it
is probable that the curtailment will occur and the net effects can be reasonably estimated. A
curtailment gain is recognized in the statement of operations when an event giving rise to a
curtailment has occurred. The costs of the defined contribution pension plans are expensed as the
GTAA becomes obligated to contribute to the defined contribution plans. 

Certain employees are provided with paid-up life insurance at the time of retirement, the cost of
which is recorded in the period in which the insurance is acquired. Certain employees also have a
severance entitlement plan under the terms of the labour agreement. The plan provides a
payment upon retirement, resignation, termination or death to eligible employees or their
beneficiaries based on years of service and vesting restrictions. The average remaining service
period of the active employees covered by this plan is twelve years. The cost of this obligation is
recorded in deferred credit and other liabilities on the balance sheet. 

DEFERRED FINANCING COSTS

Deferred financing costs or debt issuance premiums or discounts are included in the debt balances
and recognized as an adjustment to interest expense over the life of the debt. The GTAA uses the
effective interest method to recognize bond interest expense, where the amount to be recognized
varies over the life of the debt based on the principal outstanding. 

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Derivatives are initially recognized at fair value on the date a derivative contract is entered into
and are subsequently re-measured at their fair value. The method of recognizing the resulting gain
or loss depends on whether the derivative is designated as a hedging instrument, and if so, the
nature of the items being hedged.

Derivative financial instruments, including interest rate swaps and foreign exchange hedges, may
be used from time to time to reduce exposure to fluctuations in interest rates and foreign
exchange rates. Payments and receipts under interest rate swap agreements will be recognized
as adjustments to interest and financing costs where the underlying instrument is a GTAA debt
issue and as adjustments to interest income where the underlying instrument is an investment.
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Derivative financial instruments that are not designated by the GTAA to be in an effective
hedging relationship will be carried at fair value with the changes in fair value, including any
payments and receipts made or received, being recorded in interest and financing costs.

Currently, the GTAA has no derivative instruments outstanding that have been designated as
hedges. However, certain accumulated unrealized changes in net assets relating to discontinued
cash flow hedges are being amortized into income over the term to maturity of the previously
hedged item.

Derivatives embedded in other financial instruments or contracts are separated from their host
contracts and accounted for as derivatives when their economic characteristics and risks are not
closely related to those of the host contract; the terms of the embedded derivative are the same
as those of a free standing derivative; and the combined instrument or contract is not measured
at fair value with changes in fair value recognized in interest and financing costs, net on the
statement of operations. These embedded derivatives are measured at fair value with changes
therein recognized in interest and financing expenses, net on the statement of operations. 

As at December 31, 2010, the GTAA does not have any outstanding contracts or financial
instruments with embedded derivatives that require bifurcation.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Financial assets and financial liabilities are initially recognized at fair value and their subsequent
measurement is dependant on their classification as described below. 

Their classification depends on the purpose for which the financial instruments were acquired or
issued, their characteristics and the GTAA’s designation of such instruments. 

All financial assets must be classified either as held-for-trading (“HFT”), available-for-sale (“AFS”),
held-to-maturity (“HTM”), or loans and receivables. All financial liabilities must be classified as
either HTM or other liabilities (“OL”). Subsequent to initial recognition, the standards require that
all financial assets and financial liabilities, including all derivatives, be measured at fair value with
the exception of loans and receivables, securities classified as HTM and liabilities classified as OL. 

Any changes in unrealized gains or losses related to AFS securities that are considered temporary
and certain unrealized gains and losses relating to cash flow hedging activities are disclosed as
separate components of Accumulated unrealized changes in net assets.

CLASSIFICATION OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

The following is a summary of the accounting model the GTAA has applied to each of its
significant categories of financial instruments:

Cash and cash equivalents Available-for-sale

Accounts receivable Loans and receivables

Asset backed commercial paper (“ABCP”) Held-for-trading

Reserve and other funds (excluding ABCP) Available-for-sale

Derivative Held-for-trading

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities Other liabilities

Security deposits Other liabilities

Long-term debt Other liabilities
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HELD-FOR-TRADING

HFT financial assets are financial assets typically acquired for resale prior to maturity. They are
measured at fair value at the balance sheet date. Interest earned, interest accrued, gains and
losses realized on disposal and unrealized gains and losses from market fluctuations are included
in the statement of operations. 

LOANS AND RECEIVABLES

Loans and receivables are accounted for at amortized cost.

AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE

AFS financial assets are those non-derivative financial assets that are designated as AFS, or that
are not classified as loans and receivables, HTM investments or HFT. AFS financial assets are
carried at fair value with unrealized gains and losses that are considered temporary being included
in unrealized changes in net assets until realized, when the cumulative gain or loss is transferred to
interest and financing costs, or if the assets become impaired on an other-than-temporary basis.

OTHER LIABILITIES

OL are recorded at amortized cost and include all liabilities other than derivatives to which the
fair value section has been applied.

5. Changes in Accounting Standards

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS (“ IFRS”)

The Accounting Standards Board (“AcSB”) has set the transition date for financial reporting under
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) to be January 1, 2011. The transition will
require the restatement, for comparative purposes, of amounts reported by the GTAA for its year
ended December 31, 2010, and of the opening balance sheet as at January 1, 2010. The GTAA has
adopted IFRS effective January 1, 2011. 

The GTAA prepared a formal conversion plan to implement IFRS which included an extensive
analysis of accounting differences between GAAP and IFRS and the assessment of the expected
impact of the accounting differences on the GTAA’s financial statements. To date, the project work
has identified that the most significant financial impact on the future financial results of the GTAA
will relate to the accounting for property and equipment as a result of the need to expand asset
componentization and to segregate intangible assets as defined by new standards 

Several IFRS standards are in the process of being amended by the International Accounting
Standards Board (“IASB”). The GTAA monitors the IASB’s activities on an ongoing basis, giving
consideration to any proposed changes, where applicable, in its assessment of differences
between IFRS and GAAP. However, since all potential changes to IFRS that will be effective as at
December 31, 2011, are not yet known, any conclusions drawn at this point must be considered
preliminary. As a result, at this time the GTAA cannot reasonably determine the full impact that
adopting IFRS may have on its financial and future results. 

6. Reserve and Other Funds 

The Debt Service Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund (the “Trust Funds”) and Operations, Capital
and Financing Funds invested in cash and other investments are as follows:
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(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Debt Service Fund

Interest 75,534 90,862

Principal 9,215 13,354

84,749 104,216

Debt Service Reserve Fund

Revenue Bonds

Series 1997-3 due December 3, 2027 36,971 36,735

Series 1999-1 due July 30, 2029 40,303 40,048

Medium Term Notes

Series 2000-1 due June 12, 2030 38,827 38,544

Series 2000-2 due July 19, 2010 – 39,531

Series 2001-1 due June 4, 2031 35,254 35,034

Series 2002-1 due January 30, 2012 31,246 31,037

Series 2002-2 due December 13, 2012 29,674 29,518

Series 2002-3 due October 15, 2032 38,459 38,234

Series 2004-1 due February 2, 2034 38,912 38,643

Series 2005-1 due June 1, 2015 17,616 17,521

Series 2005-3 due February 15, 2016 16,551 16,420

Series 2006-1 due February 28, 2011 11,090 11,012

Series 2007-1 due June 1, 2017 21,931 21,824

Series 2007-2 due May 14, 2010 – 15,013 

Series 2008-1 due April 17, 2018 26,397 26,223

Series 2008-2 due December 6, 2013 19,137 19,022

Series 2009-1 due November 20, 2019 35,860 35,631

Series 2010-1 due June 7, 2040 22,657 –

Security for Bank Indebtedness 

Series 1997-A Pledge Bond 10,269 10,203

471,154 500,193

Operations, Capital and Financing Funds 

Operating and Maintenance Reserve Fund 63,275 62,925

Renewal and Replacement Reserve Fund 3,000 3,000

Airport Improvement Fee Reserve Fund 127,425 106,458

Notional Principal Fund 65,300 130,175

Debt Service Coverage Fund 111,600 93,424

370,600 395,982

926,503 1,000,391

TRUST FUNDS

The GTAA is required to establish and maintain with the Trustee the Trust Funds in accordance
with the terms of the Trust Indenture (see Note 11, Credit facility and long-term debt). The Trust
Funds are held for the benefit of the bondholders and noteholders for use and application by the
Trustee in accordance with the terms of the Trust Indenture. 
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(i) Debt Service Fund (principal and interest)

Amounts in the Debt Service Fund are allocated to either an Interest Account or a Principal
Account. On a monthly basis, the GTAA is required to deposit into the Interest Account an
amount equal to one-sixth of the semi-annual aggregate interest requirement due on all
outstanding bonds and medium term notes. Also on a monthly basis, the GTAA is required to
deposit into the Principal Account an amount equal to one-twelfth of the total principal amount
included in annual debt service, during the term, for any bonds or notes due in such year. The
principal requirements of the Debt Service Fund were funded during 2010, and this fund has a
balance of $9.2 million at December 31, 2010 (2009 – $13.3 million). Amounts in the Debt Service
Fund are held by the Trustee for the benefit of the bondholders or noteholders and are disbursed
by the Trustee to pay interest and principal as it becomes due.

Principal of $29.6 million was paid from the Debt Service Fund in 2010 (2009 – $10.8 million).
During 2010, $25.4 million was deposited and/or allocated to the Principal Account of the Debt
Service Fund by the GTAA for the principal of the Series 1999-1, Series 2000-2, and Series 2007-2
bonds (2009 – $4.9 million).

(ii) Debt Service Reserve Fund

To the extent provided in any Supplemental Indenture, the GTAA is required to set aside funds in
the Debt Service Reserve Fund for each series of bonds or medium term notes. The required
amount is established at the time of issue of each series of bonds or medium term notes and
funded from the proceeds of each issue. Amounts held in the Debt Service Reserve Fund are held
by the Trustee for the benefit of the bondholders or noteholders for use and application in
accordance with the terms of the Trust Indenture. 

At the maturity of each series of bonds or medium term notes, funds not applied by the Trustee
will be returned to the GTAA.

Included among these trust funds is a debt service reserve fund related to the $550.0 million
pledge bond (Series 1997-A) securing the credit facility with a syndicate of six Canadian banks.
The minimum required reserve balance is adjusted annually based on the prevailing Bankers’
Acceptance rate plus applicable margin. At the maturity or cancellation of this series of bonds,
funds not applied by the Trustee will be returned to the GTAA.

OPERATIONS,  CAPITAL AND FINANCING FUNDS

The GTAA has established an Operating and Maintenance Reserve Fund and a Renewal and
Replacement Reserve Fund pursuant to the Trust Indenture. The Operating and Maintenance
Reserve Fund is equal to one-sixth of the projected operating and maintenance expenses for the
following fiscal year. As at December 31, 2010, this fund had a balance of $63.3 million (2009 –
$62.9 million). This amount is to be used only for operating and maintenance expenses or other
purposes as required for the safe, ongoing operation and maintenance of the Airport as set out in
the Trust Indenture. The Renewal and Replacement Reserve Fund of $3.0 million (2009 –
$3.0 million) is to be used for unanticipated repairs to, or the replacement of, property and
equipment as set out in the Trust Indenture.

In conjunction with the airport improvement fee agreements with participating airlines, the GTAA
has established an Airport Improvement Fee Reserve Fund for the deposit of fees collected and
not yet utilized. As at December 31, 2010, this fund had an accumulated balance of $127.4 million
(2009 – $106.5 million). During 2010, $278.9 million (2009 – $260.0 million) of accumulated
Airport Improvement Fee Funds were utilized for certain debt service payments.
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Capital and financing funds include Notional Principal and Debt Service Coverage Funds, which
are amounts that have been collected through airline rates and charges. The Notional Principal
Fund may be used to reduce future debt obligations, when principal is due for any series of bonds
or medium term notes. For non-amortizing debt, principal is deemed to be included in annual
debt service, based on a 30-year amortization, commencing on the same date as interest is
expensed. As at December 31, 2010, the balance in the Notional Principal Fund was $65.3 million
(2009 – $130.2 million). The Debt Service Coverage Fund is established to meet the coverage
requirements set out in the Trust Indenture, and as at December 31, 2010, this fund had a balance
of $111.6 million (2009 – $93.4 million).

During October 2010, the GTAA disposed of all of its remaining investments in restructured ABCP
for proceeds of $90.6 million, representing 58.9% of face value of $153.9 million. The ABCP had
been “frozen” since July 2007, while the Pan-Canadian Investors Committee for Third-Party Asset
Backed Commercial Paper (the “Committee”) negotiated a restructuring of these notes. Under
the restructuring, the GTAA received a face value of $180.9 million of the MAV restructured ABCP
notes. Since that time certain notes were cancelled, redeemed or sold, in whole or in part,
resulting in the remaining face value of $153.9 million at the time of disposition.

As of December 31, 2009, the GTAA held restructured ABCP with an estimated fair value of
$82.9 million (face value of $166.8 million). The estimated fair value was determined using a
probability weighted discounted cash flow model, which estimated the fair value based on the
expected interest rates and redemption dates of the various classes of MAV securities. 

The following is the summary of the restructured ABCP (MAV II securities) that were disposed of
in October 2010:

(in millions)

Series / Class of Notes Face Value Proceeds

$ $

MAV II Class A-1 Notes 61.5 42.8

MAV II Class A-2 Notes 59.1 35.3

MAV II Class B 10.7 4.0

MAV II Class C 4.1 0.3

MAV II IA Tracking Notes 18.5 8.2

153.9 90.6

As at December 31, 2010, all of the GTAA’s restructured ABCP holdings have been cancelled,
redeemed or disposed of, resulting in net proceeds to the GTAA of $93.1 million, approximately
51.1% of the $182.2 million face value of the GTAA’s ABCP holdings prior to restructuring.
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7. Accounts Receivable

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Trade accounts receivable 34,985 38,334

Less: allowance for doubtful accounts (354) (187)

Trade accounts receivable, net 34,631 38,147

Other receivables 1,973 1,934

36,604 40,081

Less: non-current portion – –

Total accounts receivable 36,604 40,081

The fair values of accounts receivables approximate their book values as at December 31, 2010.

There are no balances due from related parties.

Before accepting a new air carrier, the GTAA uses an external credit scoring system to assess the
potential customer’s credit quality as well as an internal credit rating system. 

The GTAA performs a detailed review of accounts on a customer-by-customer basis when
assessing impairments. Each account is assessed based on factors surrounding the credit risk of
specific customers including historical trends, the influence of the current economic
environment and other information.

Customers are subject to credit checks and require a prepayment or a deposit in the form of cash,
a letter of credit or a letter of guarantee. Operational and credit related reviews for aeronautical
customers are seasonally reviewed for appropriateness. Should the requirements for security
change, new payment terms or deposit requirements will be established. A security deposit is
required for most non-aeronautical customers as well. Credit checks for these customers are
performed at the time of the agreement negotiations, renewal and amendments.

The allowance for doubtful accounts is specific in nature. No amount is subject to write-off until
all possible collection action has been taken by the GTAA. Interest is charged on overdue balances
unless otherwise stipulated in terms agreed upon by both parties of the contract. 
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As of December 31, 2010, accounts receivable of $0.9 million (2009 – $0.5 million) were
considered past due but not considered impaired. These amounts relate to a number of customers
with no recent history of default. The aging of these receivables past due at December 31, 2010
and 2009, are as follows: 

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

1 to 5 days 109 10

6 to 15 days 15 39

16 to 30 days 446 271

31 to 60 days 315 107

61+ days 24 120

Total balance past due 909 547

As of December 31, 2010, total accounts receivable of $0.4 million (2009 – $0.2 million) were
considered impaired and are not included in the table above. A provision of $0.4 million (2009 –
$0.2 million) has been made against these related impaired accounts receivable balances. These
impaired receivables mainly relate to customers where collection is uncertain or amounts are
being disputed by the GTAA’s customers. Amounts included in the provision account are generally
written off when there is no expectation of recovering amounts owing.

Movements in the allowance for doubtful accounts are as follows:

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Balance, beginning of year 187 701

Additions (Deductions) to provision 202 (394)

Amounts written off during the period (13) (120)

Amounts recovered during the period (22) –

Balance, end of year 354 187

Bad debt expense (recovery) has been included in goods and services expense in the statement of
operations. 

8. Airport Improvement Fees, Net

Airport improvement fees (“AIF”) reported in the statement of operations are recorded net of
airline administration charges of $12.7 million during 2010 (2009 – $10.9 million).

AIF revenue is remitted to the GTAA based on airlines self-assessing their passenger counts. An
annual reconciliation is performed by the GTAA with air carriers.
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9. Other Assets

(in thousands) December 31, 2010

Accumulated Net Book
Cost Amortization Value

$ $ $

Deferred leasehold inducements 6,107 3,285 2,822

Land acquisition costs 39,708 2,317 37,391

45,815 5,602 40,213

Fair value of the OPA derivative 43,274

83,487

(in thousands) December 31, 2009

Accumulated Net Book
Cost Amortization Value

$ $ $

Deferred leasehold inducements 6,107 2,596 3,511

Land acquisition costs 26,139 1,674 24,465

32,246 4,270 27,976

Fair value of the OPA derivative 41,961

69,937

The aggregate amortization expense in respect of other assets for the year ended December 31,
2010, was $1.3 million (2009 – $1.2 million) and is included in goods and services expense and
concessions revenue on the statement of operations. Additions to other assets for the year ended
December 31, 2010, include $13.6 million (2009 – $nil) for the second parcel of Boeing Lands
acquired during the year (see Note 17, Commitments and contingent liabilities). 

In 2006, the GTAA entered into a Clean Energy Supply contract (“CES Contract”) with the Ontario
Power Authority (“OPA”), pursuant to which the GTAA is obligated to have 90 MW of electrical
energy available to the Ontario power grid. The term of the CES Contract is for 20 years, subject
to early termination rights available to the GTAA. The contract allows for payments by either
party, depending on whether net electricity market revenues that the GTAA is deemed to have
earned are greater or less than a predetermined threshold, as defined in the CES Contract.

The contract has been determined to be a derivative to be carried at fair value. The fair value of
the derivative as at December 31, 2010 was $43.3 million (December 31, 2009 – $42.0 million).
The GTAA realized an increase in the fair value of the derivative during the year of $6.5 million
which was recorded in goods and services expense, and received cash proceeds of approximately
$5.2 million which reduced its carrying value.

The GTAA also recorded a deferred credit of $42.0 million at the inception of the contract which
is being amortized over the term of 20 years. The unamortized balance at December 31, 2010, was
$33.2 million (2009 – $35.4 million) and is recorded in deferred credit and other liabilities on the
balance sheet.
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10. Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment are comprised of: 

(in thousands) December 31, 2010

Accumulated Net Book
Cost Amortization Value

$ $ $

Terminal and Airside assets 5,943,270 1,024,602 4,918,668

Baggage handling systems 282,136 75,425 206,711

Improvements to leased land 9,480 2,205 7,275

Runways and taxiways 415,718 83,110 332,608

Operating assets 615,112 351,363 263,749

Capital leases 6,743 6,224 519

Construction in progress 92,314 – 92,314

7,364,773 1,542,929 5,821,844

(in thousands) December 31, 2009

Accumulated Net Book
Cost Amortization Value

$ $ $

Terminal and Airside assets 5,874,503 888,695 4,985,808 

Baggage handling systems 278,035 64,147 213,888 

Improvements to leased land 9,480 2,047 7,433 

Runways and taxiways 408,004 70,864 337,140

Operating assets 609,192 342,109 267,083

Capital leases 7,593 6,749 844

Construction in progress 152,851 – 152,851

7,339,658 1,374,611 5,965,047

As at December 31, 2010, $92.3 million (2009 – $152.9 million) of property and equipment was
under construction and not yet subject to amortization. Included in this amount is $11.9 million
(2009 – $23.9 million) of capitalized interest and financing costs. During the year ended
December 31, 2010, $115.0 million was transferred from construction in progress to property and
equipment. 
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11. Credit Facility and Long-Term Debt

During 2010, the GTAA issued the 2010-1 medium term note with a face value of $400.0 million
for net proceeds of $397.6 million. In addition the GTAA redeemed the 2007-2 medium term note
with a face value of $350.0 million and the 2000-2 medium term note with a face value of
$600.0 million.

As at December 31, 2010, long-term debt including accrued interest and net of unamortized
discounts and premiums consists of:

(in thousands) Coupon Maturity Principal
Series Rate Date Amount 2010 2009

$ $ $

Revenue Bonds, See below

1997-3 6.45% December 3, 2027 375,000 371,851 371,692

1999-1 6.45% July 30, 2029 432,720 440,824 452,369 

Medium Term Notes

2000-1 7.05% June 12, 2030 550,000 550,124 550,086

2000-2 6.70% July 19, 2010 600,000 – 618,955 

2001-1 7.10% June 4, 2031 500,000 497,971 497,873

2002-1 6.25% January 30, 2012 500,000 512,846 512,497

2002-2 6.25% December 13, 2012 475,000 475,547 475,128

2002-3 6.98% October 15, 2032 550,000 558,238 558,250

2004-1 6.47% February 2, 2034 600,000 609,610 609,494

2005-1 5.00% June 1, 2015 350,000 348,956 348,538

2005-3 4.70% February 15, 2016 350,000 354,540 354,348

2006-1 4.40% February 28, 2011 250,000 253,610 252,793

2007-1 4.85% June 1, 2017 450,000 449,303 449,099

2007-2, See below floating May 14, 2010 350,000 – 350,089

2008-1 5.26% April 17, 2018 500,000 503,379 503,103

2008-2 5.89% December 6, 2013 325,000 325,281 324,966

2009-1 5.96% November 20, 2019 600,000 628,564 630,511 

2010-1 5.63% June 7, 2040 400,000 398,112 –

7,278,756 7,859,791

Capital leases (see Note 12, Leases) 152 540

Province of Ontario
Interest-free loan, payable in five equal annual

installments commencing 2011 21,433 20,219

7,300,341 7,880,550

Less current portion (including accrued interest) 349,516 1,062,172

6,950,825 6,818,378

Interest expense from the GTAA’s debt instruments for the year ended December 31, 2010,
amounted to $443.0 million (2009 – $420.6 million) net of capitalized interest of $6.7 million
(2009 – $20.0 million). Cash paid for interest during 2010, amounted to $465.6 million (2009 –
$445.9 million).
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For Series 2007-2, which matured on May 14, 2010, interest rates were adjusted quarterly at the
three-month Bankers’ Acceptance rate plus 11 basis points. From January 1, 2010 to May 14, 2010,
interest rates ranged from 0.54% to 0.55% (January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 – 0.54%
to 2.11%). 

With the exception of Series 1999-1 revenue bond, principal on each series of revenue bond and
medium term notes is payable on the maturity date. Series 1999-1 are amortizing revenue bonds
repayable in scheduled annual instalments of principal, payable on July 30 of each year. These
payments commenced July 30, 2004, and continue until maturity.

Interest on each series of revenue bond and medium term note is payable semi-annually from the
interest payable commencement date, based on fixed rates. For Series 2007-2, interest was
payable quarterly based on floating rates. 

Set out below is a comparison of the amounts that would be reported if long-term debt amounts
were reported at fair values. Fair values were based on quoted market rates for GTAA bonds as at
December 31:

(in thousands) 2010 2009

Book Fair Book Fair
Value Value Value Value

$ $ $ $

Long-term debt 7,300,341 8,194,502 7,880,550 8,426,036

With the exception of Series 2006-1 medium term notes, which is not redeemable, the notes are
redeemable in whole or in part at the option of the GTAA at any time at a redemption price which
is the greater of (i) the face value amount plus accrued and unpaid interest and (ii) the price based
on yields over Government of Canada bonds with similar terms to maturity. 

CREDIT FACILITY

The GTAA maintains a credit facility with a syndicate of six Canadian banks. The credit facility is
secured by a $550.0 million pledge bond (Series 1997-A) issued pursuant to the Trust Indenture.
Indebtedness under the credit facility ranks pari passu with other indebtedness issued under the
Trust Indenture. Under this credit facility, the GTAA is provided with a $500.0 million facility for
general corporate purposes and capital expenditures, and a $50.0 million facility for interest rate
and foreign exchange hedging activities. The facility matures on November 22, 2013, and can be
extended annually for an additional year with the lenders’ consent.

As at December 31, 2010, $2.3 million was drawn on the $500.0 million facility by way of a letter
of credit (2009 – $2.3 million) (see Note 17, Commitments and contingent liabilities). No
amounts were drawn against the $50.0 million facility (2009 – $nil). Indebtedness under the
credit facility bears interest at rates that vary with the lenders’ prime rate, Bankers’ Acceptance
rates and LIBOR, as appropriate. If funds were drawn on the facility in the year, interest rates
would have ranged from 2.29% to 4.00% (2009 – 0.59% to 3.25%).
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12. Leases

CAPITAL LEASES

The GTAA leases certain equipment as part of its operations. All leases are on a fixed repayment
basis and no arrangements have been entered into for contingent rental payments. 

Amounts payable under these capital leases are as follows:

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

2010 – 390

2011 118 173

2012 41 –

159 563

Less: interest included in minimum lease payments (7) (23)

Present value of minimum lease payments 152 540

Included in the balance sheet as:

Current liabilities 112 376

Long-term debt 40 164

152 540

As at December 31, 2010, the effective interest rates of the capital leases range from 0.0% to
7.8% (2009 – 0.0% to 7.8%). 

GROUND LEASE

The GTAA’s commitment in respect of annual ground lease airport rent (see Note 3, Airport
subject to ground lease), including ground rent deferral repayments, is estimated based on GTAA’s
current forecast of expected revenues to be approximately $132.0 million for the year ending
2011, $137.0 million for the year ending 2012, $146.0 million for the year ending 2013,
$153.5 million for the year ending 2014 and $160.6 million for the year ending 2015. The lease
continues until 2054 and ground rent expense is subject to actual revenues in each year.

13. Interest and Financing Costs, Net

Interest and financing costs for long-term debt and bank facilities, net of interest earned on the
Debt Service Reserve Fund, reserve and other funds and capitalized interest is as follows:

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Interest expense on all debt instruments 449,721 440,613

Capitalized interest (6,725) (20,020)

Interest earned on reserve and other funds (6,158) (7,262)

Gain on redemption and change in fair value of ABCP investments (Note 6) (7,751) (862)

Other financing fees 5,385 2,288

434,472 414,757
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14. Employee Benefits

DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLANS

The GTAA maintains three pension plans with defined benefit provisions. One of these plans is for
former Transport Canada employees who were eligible to elect to transfer their pension credits to
the GTAA plan.

The GTAA measures its accrued benefit obligations and the fair value of plan assets for accounting
purposes as at December 31, of each year. The most recent actuarial valuation of the pension
plans for funding purposes was as of January 1, 2010, and the next required valuation will be as of
January 1, 2011.

Aggregate information about the GTAA’s defined benefit pension plans as at December 31 is
as follows:

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Accrued Benefit Obligation

Balance, beginning of year 98,180 80,178

Actuarial loss 19,064 12,451

Current service cost 1,965 1,613

Interest cost 6,713 6,018

Benefits paid (3,432) (3,524)

Employee contributions 857 828

Plan amendments – 138

Curtailment loss 119 478

Balance, end of year 123,466 98,180

Plan Assets

Fair value, beginning of year 119,777 102,369

Employee contributions 857 828

Employer contributions 5,571 6,679

Actual return on plan assets 12,434 13,425

Benefits paid (3,432) (3,524)

Fair value, end of year 135,207 119,777

Funded status – surplus 11,741 21,597

Unamortized net actuarial loss 19,590 6,348

Unamortized past service costs – 69

Unamortized transitional obligation 45 72

Accrued Benefit Asset 31,376 28,086

As at December 31, 2010, each of the GTAA’s defined benefit pension plans were in a surplus
position. One plan was in a surplus position of $8.3 million (2009 – $16.2 million), with an
accrued obligation of $108.7 million (2009 – $85.9 million) and a fair value of plan assets of
$117.0 million (2009 – $102.1 million). The other plan was in a surplus position of $3.4 million
(2009 – $5.4 million), with an accrued obligation of $14.8 million (2009 – $12.3 million) and a fair
value of plan assets of $18.2 million (2009 – $17.7 million).
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As a result of certain restructuring activities (see Note 21, Restructuring charges), the GTAA
recorded a curtailment charge of $0.1 million (2009 – $0.5 million), included in salaries, wages
and benefits in the statement of operations.

The GTAA’s net defined benefit pension plan expense is as follows:

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Current service cost 1,965 1,613

Interest cost 6,713 6,018

Actual return on plan assets (12,434) (13,425)

Actuarial loss 19,064 12,451

Plan amendments – 138

Curtailment loss 119 478

Costs arising in the year 15,427 7,273

Difference between costs arising in the period and costs recognized in respect of:

Return on plan assets 5,381 6,703

Actuarial gain (18,623) (12,217)

Past service costs 69 201

Transitional obligations 27 28

Net defined benefit pension plan expense 2,281 1,988

Total cash payments for employee future benefits for 2010, consisting of cash contributed by the
GTAA to its funded pension plans and payments made to the defined contribution plans was
$8.0 million (2009 – $9.2 million).

The GTAA’s plan assets consist of:

Percentage of Plan Assets

Asset Category 2010 2009

Equity securities 56% 56%

Fixed income 43% 43%

Cash 1% 1%

Total 100% 100%

The significant actuarial assumptions used in measuring the GTAA’s accrued defined benefit
pension plan obligations are as follows (weighted-average assumptions as at December 31, 2010):

2010 2009

Discount rate 5.50% 6.75%

Expected long-term rate of return on plan assets 5.83% 6.48%

Rate of compensation increase 4.00% 4.00%
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DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION PLAN EXPENSE

The GTAA maintains four pension plans with defined contribution provisions providing pension
benefits to certain of its employees. The expense for the defined contribution pension plans in
2010 was $2.7 million (2009 – $2.8 million) 

The GTAA’s contribution to the registered defined contribution pension plans is a maximum of 6%
of the employee’s gross earnings. For designated employees of one supplemental plan, the GTAA’s
contribution equals 16% of the employee’s gross earnings less amounts already contributed to
the plan by the employee and the GTAA. 

SEVERANCE ENTITLEMENT PLAN

The GTAA has a severance entitlement plan for certain employees under the terms of the
labour agreement. The plan provides a payment upon retirement, resignation, termination or
death to eligible employees or their beneficiaries based on years of service and vesting
restrictions. The GTAA records the cost of this obligation based on an independent actuarial
valuation updated annually.

Aggregate information about this plan as at December 31, 2010, is as follows:

(in thousands) 2010

$

Accrued Benefit Obligation

Balance, beginning of year 6,588

Actuarial loss 930

Current service cost 657

Interest cost 437

Benefits paid (513)

Balance, end of year 8,099

Plan Assets

Fair value, beginning of year –

Employer contributions 513

Benefits paid (513)

Fair value, end of year –

Funded status – deficit (8,099)

Unamortized net actuarial loss 930

Accrued Benefit Liability (7,169)

Accrued Benefit Liability, 2009 (6,588)
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The GTAA’s net expense for the year ending December 31, 2010 is as follows:

(in thousands) 2010

$

Current service cost 657

Interest cost 437

Actuarial loss 930

Costs arising in the year 2,024

Difference between costs arising in the period and costs recognized in respect of:

Actuarial loss (930)

Net severance entitlement plan expense 1,094

The significant actuarial assumptions used in measuring the GTAA’s accrued severance entitle ment
obligation are as follows (weighted-average assumptions as at December 31, 2010):

Discount rate 5.50%

Rate of compensation increase 4.00%

15. Taxation

The GTAA is exempt from federal and provincial income tax and Ontario capital tax.

The GTAA is exempt from real property tax under the Assessment Act (Ontario). However, the
GTAA is required to pay each of the Cities of Toronto and Mississauga an amount as calculated in
accordance with regulations under the Assessment Act (Ontario) as a payment-in-lieu of real
property taxes. 

16. Related Party Transactions

Directors’ fees expense for the year ended December 31, 2010, was $1.0 million (2009 –
$0.8 million).

17. Commitments and Contingent Liabilities 

CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

In connection with the operation and development of the Airport, the GTAA had capital
commitments outstanding at December 31, 2010, of approximately $113.0 million (2009 –
$124.4 million).

LETTERS OF CREDIT

A letter of credit for $2.3 million was outstanding at December 31, 2010 (see Note 11, Credit
facility and long-term debt), relating to the GTAA’s CES Contract with the OPA. The letter of credit
expires April 11, 2011.

ENVIRONMENTAL

The GTAA is committed to ensuring that activities undertaken at the Airport are carried out in an
environmentally responsible manner, in compliance with applicable environmental laws and
regulations, and with sensitivity to community and public concerns. 
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The GTAA performs environmental assessments as part of its ongoing environmental
management program and has achieved ISO 14001 certification.

ROADWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

In connection with receiving a deferral for the payment of land transfer tax to the Province of
Ontario until 2011 (see Note 11, Credit facility and long-term debt), the GTAA agreed to
participate in the development of highway infrastructure and transit improvements related to the
Airport. The GTAA has undertaken significant transportation infrastructure work and believes to
have met this requirement. 

BOEING LANDS

In July 2001, the GTAA and Boeing Canada Operations Ltd. (formerly Boeing Toronto, Ltd.)
(“Boeing”) signed an agreement, amended in June 2002, under which Boeing agreed to sell to the
GTAA 45.7 hectares of land adjoining the Airport property for a total of $30.0 million. These lands
will be transferred by Boeing in stages. The first parcel representing 16.1 hectares of land was
conveyed on May 29, 2006. The second parcel representing 14.8 hectares of land was conveyed
on August 9, 2010. The remaining 14.8 hectares of land will be transferred after environmental
remediation is completed. Commitments related to the third parcel are included under capital
commitments. All lands purchased under this agreement by the GTAA will be transferred to the
federal government as required under the terms of the Ground Lease. Deposits totalling
$4.7 million, which were recorded in construction in progress, were applied to the purchase price
of the second parcel during the year. 

INSURANCE

The Government of Canada has issued an Order in Council providing full indemnity to the
Canadian aviation industry for any coverage that was lost due to the cancellation of war and
terrorism insurance. The Order in Council has been approved for the years 2011 to 2013. As part of
the original Order in Council of September 2001, the GTAA was required to purchase a $50.0
million primary layer of war and terrorist coverage from the commercial markets. This coverage is
in place until June 2011.

COGENERATION FACILITY

The GTAA has entered into certain contracts in order to secure the supply and delivery of natural
gas necessary for anticipated future operations of the Cogeneration facility. Under these
contracts, the GTAA will be required to make payments relating to both the delivery of natural
gas based on standard rate agreements and the cost of natural gas as determined by market rates.
The GTAA has also entered into a delivery contract that establishes a maximum volume of natural
gas inventory that the GTAA is permitted to maintain, as of the anniversary date. The GTAA has
the option to dispose of natural gas in excess of this maximum volume either through
consumption or through the sale of natural gas to third parties.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

The GTAA is subject to legal proceedings and claims from time to time which arise in the normal
course of business. Where appropriate, the GTAA has recorded provisions or reserves while it
actively pursues its position. Where it is the opinion of management that the ultimate outcome of
these matters will not have a material effect upon the GTAA’s financial position, results of
operations, or cash flows, no provisions have been recorded.
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AIR FRANCE

As a result of the Air France incident on August 2, 2005, the GTAA together with a number of
other parties were named as defendants in several lawsuits including a class action lawsuit
involving most passengers and their family members. During the year the class action lawsuit
which named the GTAA has since been settled. The settlement did not involve any admission of
liability by the GTAA. The GTAA’s insurers are responsible for paying the GTAA’s share of the
settlement amount to the class action plaintiffs. The GTAA’s insurers continue to defend the GTAA
in four remaining lawsuits. It is the opinion of management that the GTAA’s financial exposure is
limited to its insurance deductible. 

18. Guarantees 

In the normal course of operations, the GTAA provides indemnification agreements to counter -
parties in a wide variety of transactions such as contracts for goods and services, maintenance
agreements, design-build contracts, construction contracts, and information technology
agreements. These indemnification agreements require the GTAA to indemnify the counterparties
in respect of costs incurred as a result of certain changes in the underlying nature of the contracts
(including, without limitation, changes in laws, delays caused by the GTAA, pre-existing
environmental conditions) and in respect of costs incurred as a result of certain litigation claims
that may result from the transaction (such as, by way of example, patent infringement or personal
injury and property damage due to the GTAA’s negligence). The terms of the indemnifica tion
agreements will vary based on the contract. The nature of the indemnification agreements
prevents management from making a reasonable estimate of the maximum potential amount the
GTAA may be required to pay to or expend on behalf of such counterparties because such limits
are most commonly not set out in the said agreements and the events in question are themselves
highly contingent and variable in nature. Management attempts to limit its liability in respect of
the indemnifications provided to such counterparties through the purchase of liability and
property insurance and the allocation of risk to other contractors.

19. Financial Instruments

FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY 

Fair value measurements recognized in the balance sheet must be categorized in accordance with
the following levels:

(a) Level 1 – Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
(b) Level 2 – Observable inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 such as quoted prices

for similar assets and liabilities in active markets; quoted prices for identical or similar assets
and liabilities in markets that are not active; or other inputs that are observable or can be
corroborated by observable market data; or

(c) Level 3 – Significant unobservable inputs which are supported by little or no market activity.

Reserve and other funds and security deposits are categorized as Level 1 as the GTAA uses quoted
prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities to fair value this group except for
ABCP holdings (see Note 6, Reserve and other funds) and the OPA derivative which are
categorized as Level 3 as no observable market existed for these financial assets. See Note 9,
Other assets, for additional information on the valuation technique used to fair value the
OPA derivative.
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The following table presents the changes in Level 3 instruments that are measured at fair value on
a recurring basis: 

(in thousands) December 31, 2010

OPA
ABCP Derivative Total

$ $ $

Balance, beginning of year 82,876 41,961 124,837

Fair value adjustments included in statement of operations 8,882 6,471 15,353

Loss on redemption (1,131) – (1,131)

Redemptions and cash receipts (90,627) (5,158) (95,785)

Balance, end of year – 43,274 43,274

(in thousands) December 31, 2009

OPA
ABCP Derivative Total

$ $ $

Balance, beginning of year 92,257 41,201 133,458

Fair value adjustments included in statement of operations 447 6,997 7,444

Redemptions and cash receipts (9,828) (6,237) (16,065)

Balance, end of year 82,876 41,961 124,837

There were no additional financial instruments categorized as Level 3 during the year. All ABCP
investments were redeemed in the year and therefore transferred out of Level 3 (see Note 6,
Reserve and other funds). 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

In the normal course of business, the GTAA is exposed to a number of financial risks that can
affect its operating performance. The GTAA’s overall risk management program seeks to minimize
potential adverse effects on the GTAA’s financial performance.

The GTAA’s treasury function is responsible for the procurement of the GTAA’s capital resources
and for the management of financial risk. All treasury operations are conducted within policies
and guidelines approved by the Board of Directors and are within the requirements set out in the
Trust Indenture dated December 2, 1997, as supplemented or amended from time to time.
Compliance with these policies is monitored by the regular reporting of treasury activities to the
Audit Committee of the Board.

The GTAA’s operating activities result in financial risks that may arise from changes in market risk,
credit risk and liquidity risk. 
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MARKET RISK

(a) Interest rate risk

The GTAA’s exposure to interest rate risk relates to its medium term notes bank indebtedness as
described in Note 11, Credit facility and long-term debt. It should be noted that as at
December 31, 2010, all of GTAA’s debt at the current time is fixed rate debt and therefore changes
in interest rates do not impact interest payments but may impact the fair value of this debt. An
increase of 100 bps in Bankers’ Acceptance interest rates applied to the average balance of the
medium term notes outstanding during 2010, would have increased interest expense by
approximately $1.3 million.

The GTAA also has exposure to interest rate risk through its short-term investments in reserve
and other funds (see Note 6, Reserve and other funds). As at December 31, 2010, all of the GTAA’s
short-term investment holdings carry a fixed rate during their term and therefore changes in
interest rates do not impact interest income.

The Debt Service Reserve Fund securing bank indebtedness is adjusted annually on December 2,
based on the prevailing Bankers’ Acceptance rate.

(b) Commodity price risk

The GTAA’s exposure to commodity price risk relates to its CES Contract with the OPA. The
impact of a 1% increase/decrease in the 2010 average price of electricity holding natural gas
prices constant would result in a $1.0 million decrease/increase in the fair value of the OPA
derivative. The impact of a 1% increase/decrease in the 2010 average price of natural gas holding
the price of electricity constant would result in a $1.5 million increase/decrease in the fair value of
the OPA derivative.

(c) Foreign currency rate risk

The GTAA undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign currencies, primarily the
U.S. dollar. The GTAA’s exposure, however, to any foreign currency risk is not significant.

CREDIT RISK

The GTAA is subject to credit risk through its financial assets. The GTAA performs ongoing credit
valuations of these balances and maintains valuation allowances for potential credit loss.

The credit quality of financial assets that are neither past due nor impaired can be assessed by
reference to external credit ratings (if available) or to historical information about the customer.
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(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Accounts receivable

Customers with external credit rating:

AA+ 519 585

AA 200 2,439

A+ 192 –

BBB 606 736

BBB- – 208

BB+ 194 –

BB- 729 448

B 2,676 1,375

B- 1,807 1,780

CCC+ – 4,040

CCC 713 309

7,636 11,920

Customers without external credit rating:

Existing customers with no history of default 28,678 28,161

Existing customers with history of default 290 –

36,604 40,081

Cash and cash equivalents

AA- 131,975 –

A+ 38,213 551,803

170,188 551,803

Reserve and other funds

AAA 121,000 416,500

AA 65,900 108,700

AA- 407,450 197,485

A+ 267,778 154,155

A 64,375 40,675

ABCP (see Note 6, Reserve and other funds) – 82,876 

926,503 1,000,391

OPA derivative

AA+ 43,274 41,961

(see Note 9, Other assets) 43,274 41,961

None of the financial assets that are fully performing have been renegotiated during the year (see
Note 6, Reserve and other funds).
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The GTAA derives a substantial portion of its operating revenues from air carriers through landing
fees and general terminal charges. There is a concentration of service with two air carriers which
represents approximately 66% (2009 – 62%) of these fees and 23% (2009 – 32%) of the
accounts receivable balance at December 31, 2010. 

LIQUIDITY RISK

The GTAA manages liquidity risk by maintaining adequate cash, reserves and available credit
facilities. Quarterly cash flow projections are prepared and reviewed by the Audit Committee to
ensure a sufficient continuity of funding. To maintain a flexible program, debt maturities are
spread over a range of dates thereby ensuring that the Corporation is not exposed to excessive
refinancing risk in any one year. The GTAA maintains a line of credit and executes a capital
markets platform to meets cash needs as debt maturities occur (see Note 11, Credit facility and
long-term debt and Note 20, Capital risk management).

The table below analyses the GTAA’s financial liabilities by relevant maturity groupings based on
the remaining period at the balance sheet date to the contractual maturity date. It does not
include pension and post-retirement liabilities as maturities are variable based on timing of
individuals leaving the plan. The table has been prepared based on the contractual undiscounted
cash flows based on the earliest date on which the GTAA can be required to pay. It includes both
principal and interest cash flows.

December 31, 2010

Less than 1 month to 1 year to
(in thousands) 1 month 12 months 5 years Thereafter

$ $ $ $

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 53,358 28,801 – –

Province of Ontario – 4,800 19,200 –

Long-term debt 29,580 662,183 3,830,041 8,331,758

82,938 695,784 3,849,241 8,331,758

December 31, 2009

Less than 1 month to 1 year to
(in thousands) 1 month 12 months 5 years Thereafter

$ $ $ $

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 47,203 25,092 – –

Province of Ontario – – 19,200 4,800

Long-term debt 50,051 1,365,840 3,728,746 8,060,476

97,254 1,390,932 3,747,946 8,065,276

Additional disclosure about the GTAA’s credit facility, long-term debt, and OPA derivative can be
found in Note 11, Credit facility and long-term debt and Note 9, Other assets.

20. Capital Risk Management

The GTAA defines its capital as long-term debt, including its current portion, borrowings, if any,
under the GTAA’s credit facility (see Note 11, Credit facility and long-term debt) cash and cash
equivalents, short-term investments and reserve and other funds.
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The GTAA’s objectives when managing capital are to:

(a) Maintain a capital structure and an appropriate rating that provides financing options to the
GTAA when a financing or a refinancing need arises to ensure access to capital, on
commercially reasonable terms, without exceeding its debt capacity or resulting in a
downgrade to the credit ratings of the existing indebtedness;

(b) Maintain financial flexibility in order to preserve its ability to meet financial obligations,
including debt service payments; and

(c) Satisfy covenants set out in the Trust Indenture.

The GTAA is a non-share corporation and, accordingly, is funded through operating revenues, AIF
revenue, reserve funds, the debt capital markets and its syndicated bank credit facility.
Aeronautical charges are set each year to cover the projected operating costs, including debt
service and reserve requirements, after consideration of the projected air traffic and passenger
activity and non-aeronautical revenues. Consistent with its residual approach, funds generated by
the GTAA are used to cover costs within its mandate.

As at December 31, 2010, the net deficiency amounted to $422.3 million (2009 – $418.3 million).
The GTAA has established, within its net assets (deficiency), funds for operational requirements
and debt-related obligations. The net assets (deficiency) consist of three components: externally
restricted, internally restricted and unrestricted funds.

EXTERNALLY RESTRICTED

A portion of the net assets has been allocated for operational purposes pursuant to the Operating
and Maintenance Reserve Fund, the Renewal and Replacement Reserve Fund and the Debt Service
Fund – Principal (see Note 6, Reserve and other funds) set out in the Trust Indenture (see Note 11,
Credit facility and long-term debt).

INTERNALLY RESTRICTED

A portion of the fees that have been collected in revenue has been allocated for capital projects
and for debt-related obligations of notional principal and debt service coverage requirements (see
Note 6, Reserve and other funds). In conjunction with the airport improvement fee agreement
with the airlines, a portion of the fee that has been collected has been allocated to a reserve fund.
The internally restricted net assets are held in separate investment accounts by the GTAA and are
disbursed in accordance with its policies or commitments for these funds.

UNRESTRICTED

Unrestricted net assets (deficiency) represents the cumulative revenue under expenses, including
amortization, interest expense incurred and required to fund the Debt Service Fund – Interest, and
the cumulative unrealized changes in net assets, which remains after externally and internally
restricted reserve fund cash commitments described above have been made. 

CAPITAL MARKETS PLATFORM

As a corporation without share capital, the GTAA’s ongoing capital requirements are financed
through the issuances of debt. The GTAA developed a financing program referred to as the Capital
Markets Platform, capable of accommodating a variety of corporate debt instruments. All
indebtedness incurred under the Capital Markets Platform is secured under the Trust Indenture
dated December 2, 1997, as supplemented or amended from time to time, which establishes
common security and a set of common covenants by the GTAA for the benefit of its lenders. The
security comprises an assignment of the revenues of the GTAA, a specific charge on certain funds,
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reserve funds and accounts, an unregistered first leasehold mortgage of the GTAA’s leasehold
interest in the Airport and a guarantee and related collateral security of subsidiaries as designated
from time to time. The Debt Service Reserve Funds are funded from the net proceeds of each bond
or medium term note issuance (see Note 6, Reserve and other funds). The covenants that the
GTAA must meet include two specific coverage tests for operating expenses and debt payments.
The operating covenant states that the total revenue must at least cover all operating expenses,
including interest and financing costs. The debt service covenant states that the net revenues,
which may include available credit, must be at least 1.25 times the total interest and financing
costs, including notional principal. At December 31, 2010, the GTAA was in compliance with the
above covenants and was not in default of the Trust Indenture as defined therein.

21. Restructuring Charge

In 2009, the GTAA implemented a restructuring plan to align its cost structure to the current
economic and market conditions. In the year, the GTAA recorded a charge of $1.9 million (2009 –
$7.7 million) relating to voluntary retirement packages and severance expenses for employees.
These charges are included in the salaries, wages and benefits expense in the statement of
operations for the year ended December 31, 2010. As at December 31, 2010, the liability for
remaining severance within accounts payable and accrued liabilities amounted to $4.3 million
(2009 – $7.9 million). 

The following table summarizes changes in the restructuring accrual: 

(in thousands) 2010 2009

$ $

Balance, beginning of year 7,858 760

Additions  1,950 7,654

Payments (5,463) (556)

Balance, end of year 4,345 7,858

22. Comparative Figures

Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform with the current period’s
presentation.

23. Subsequent Events

On February 16, 2011, the GTAA announced that it has exercised its right to redeem all
$325.0 million of the outstanding Series 2008-2 MTNs on March 21, 2011.

On February 23, 2011, the GTAA issued $600.0 million under Series 2011-1 MTNs for total
proceeds of $599.8 million. 

On February 28, 2011, the $250.0 million Series 2006-1 MTNs matured and were repaid using
cash on hand and certain reserve funds.
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Disclosure Requirements of the Ground Lease

Subsection 9.01.07, paragraphs (a) to (g) of the Ground Lease requires the GTAA to publish an
annual report that discusses the matters listed below.

(a) Audited Financial Statements

The Auditors’ Report and the audited financial statements are found on pages 59 to 92 and the
summary of affairs (Management’s Discussion and Analysis or “MD&A”) is found on pages 24 to 57
of the Annual Report.

(b) Report on the Business Plan and Objectives for 2010

The projected cash flows in any year constitute the business plan for that year. The business plan
for 2010 is the 2010 summary of projected cash flows which is found below in paragraph (c) (the
“2010 Business Plan”). A report on the GTAA’s performance relating to the 2010 Business Plan is
discussed in the MD&A and in paragraph (c), below.

Further, in the Annual Reports for the previous five years, comparisons to the respective business
plans and the overall corporate performance are discussed in the respective MD&A and Ground
Lease Disclosures. 

(c) Variances and Corrective Measures with Respect to the Report on the 
2010 Business Plan

The following table provides a comparison between the 2010 actual operating results and the
2010 Business Plan. The results are presented on a modified cash basis consistent with the
projected summary of cash flows and the GTAA’s rate setting methodology. This presentation
does not include certain non-cash items such as amortization of property and equipment, but
does include other items such as the funding of reserve accounts, notional principal, and the
payment of deferred ground rent to the federal government, which are not included as expenses
in the statement of operations.
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2010 2010
(in millions) Actual Business Plan Difference

$ $ $

Revenues

Aeronautical revenues 539.6 522.5 17.1

Airport improvement fees, net 304.9 287.8 17.1

Non-aeronautical revenues 267.7 275.5 (7.8)

1,112.2 1,085.8 26.4

Expenses

Ground rent 124.5 128.2 (3.7)

Operating and maintenance expenses 337.0 346.8 (9.8)

Real property taxes and payments-in-lieu of taxes 26.3 26.3 –

Debt service (net of interest income) 578.5 574.1 4.4

1,066.3 1,075.4 (9.1)

Reserve fund deposits 45.9 10.4 35.5

Net Cash Surplus/(Deficit) – – –

A detailed discussion of the 2010 financial results is contained in the MD&A. 

Total revenues were $26.4 million over the Business Plan. Maximum Takeoff Weight (“MTOW”)
and the number of arrived seats, which are the basis for the calculation of landing fees and
general terminal charges respectively, were above projections as was total passenger activity. As a
result, aeronautical revenues exceeded the Business Plan by $17.1 million. Due to higher passenger
activity, AIF revenue was $17.1 million higher than the Business Plan. The non-aeronautical
revenues were $7.8 million under the 2010 Business Plan due to the reduction in other revenues
component of non-aeronautical revenues. Other revenues are primarily composed of revenues
from the Cogeneration Plant, consulting services and natural gas sales. The reduction in other
revenues is due to fluctuations in the price of natural gas and electricity, which resulted in
reduced Cogeneration Plant operations during 2010, when compared to the assumptions in the
Business Plan. The revenues from car parking and ground transportation, concessions, and rentals
were all above the 2010 Business Plan.

Total expenses, which include debt service, were $9.1 million below expectations. Ground rent
expense is calculated as a percentage of total revenues. While revenues were higher than planned,
the realized loss on restructured asset backed commercial paper held by the GTAA reduced
revenues, as defined within the Ground Lease, and resulted in ground rent being lower than
anticipated by $3.7 million. The operating and maintenance expenses were lower than the
Business Plan by $9.8 million due to lower building, property and equipment maintenance and
snow removal expenses. The $4.4 million excess in debt service expense was primarily attributed
to higher outstanding debt levels during the 2010 period, due to the GTAA’s prefunding of a
portion of its 2010 debt maturities, and lower capitalized interest in the period.

The deposits to the debt service coverage fund and the operations and maintenance fund were
largely as projected. The better than planned results for the year allowed for a deposit into the AIF
reserve fund instead of the draw on the fund that was anticipated in the 2010 Business Plan. 
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None of the variances to the 2010 Business Plan discussed above were of a nature that caused the
GTAA to take specific corrective actions.

(d) Summary of the Five-Year Business Plan

The five-year Business Plan (2011 to 2015) is based on assumptions underlying the GTAA’s
assessment of various external factors. During 2011, the GTAA will continue to focus on managing
expenses and encouraging new aeronautical activity as the economic recovery takes hold. This
will include a careful review of operating expenses, continued focus on maximizing non-
aeronautical revenue opportunities, and incentives for new airline activity. Capital projects will
continue to be reviewed in light of passenger demand and only undertaken where warranted.

The economic and operating assumptions used to develop the 2011 Business Plan include:
• GDP growth of 2.9 per cent;
• CPI rate of 2.0 per cent;
• 33.5 million total passengers;
• Landed MTOW (> 19 tonnes) of 13.4 million tonnes; and
• Landed seats of 21.7 million.

Future capital development at the Airport includes the completion of the Terminal 3 Master Plan
and the Post-ADP development projects. These projects have been approved by the GTAA Board
of Directors and their implementation will be undertaken when passenger traffic demand
warrants. The GTAA also anticipates spending an average of $80.0 million per year on operations,
maintenance and restoration capital projects over the Business Plan period. In addition to these
expenditures, the GTAA has identified a number of projects that are anticipated to be required to
meet growing passenger demand. These projects are subject to approval by the Board of Directors
or management, as appropriate, before they are undertaken. In total, the GTAA expects to spend
approximately $1.9 billion on capital programs over the forecast period. The timing and amount of
these expenditures are subject to change as demand and operating conditions evolve and plans
are finalized.

Over the forecast horizon, the primary drivers for the GTAA’s Business Plan are the long-term
growth in Airport activity and inflation. Specific revenue or cost containment initiatives carried
out over this period may also impact revenues and expenses. The projected average annual
passenger growth rate from 2011 to 2015 is 4.9 per cent. Landed MTOW is expected to grow at an
average rate of 5.1 per cent rate over the forecast period while landed seats are expected to grow
by 5.0 per cent over the same period.

The projected Business Plan includes principal repayment amounts, but does not include
amortization of property and equipment. The reader is cautioned that some assumptions used
may not materialize and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur subsequent to the
date that this summary was prepared. Therefore, the actual results achieved on a cash basis
during the period may vary and the variations may be material. For a more complete discussion of
the risks and uncertainties and caution regarding forward-looking statements, see the MD&A and
the Annual Information Form, copies of which may be accessed at www.sedar.com (“SEDAR”).
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PROJECTED BUSINESS PLAN

(in millions) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

$ $ $ $ $

Revenues

Aeronautical revenues 552.8 593.6 634.8 669.7 699.7

Non-aeronautical revenues 280.4 288.5 305.1 318.9 333.6

AIF fees, applied to debt service 258.4 226.6 184.1 177.9 130.1

Total Revenues 1,091.6 1,108.7 1,124.0 1,166.5 1,163.4

Expenses

Ground rent 132.0 137.0 146.0 153.5 160.6

Goods and services 241.6 245.2 247.6 250.1 252.6

Salaries, wages and benefits 112.5 114.2 115.3 116.5 117.6

PILT 27.6 27.1 27.8 29.1 30.4

Debt service 578.0 585.2 587.3 617.3 602.2

Total Expenses 1,091.6 1,108.7 1,124.0 1,166.5 1,163.4

Over/under – – – – –

Available to grow AIF fund or
reduction in rates/charges 29.3 53.8 112.5 132.1 193.8

Amounts designated for reserves funds may be used for other purposes, including, but not limited
to, reducing aeronautical fees, reducing Airport Improvement Fees or funding capital expenditures
or debt repayments. Management will determine the appropriate use of these funds based on the
Industry and GTAA conditions and outlook at the time. 

PROJECTED CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

(in millions) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total

$ $ $ $ $ $

Operating, Maintenance and 
Restoration Capital Projects 82.0 96.0 71.0 88.0 64.0 401.0 

T3 Master Plan 15.0 13.7 14.9 11.1 29.0 83.7 

Post ADP & Other Development 86.7 80.5 64.4 424.7 714.0 1,370.3 

Total 183.7 190.2 150.3 523.8 807.0 1,855.0 

(e) Remuneration to Board and Salary of Senior Officers

For 2010, the Chair of the Board of Directors received remuneration in the amount of $150,000,
while the other Directors received remuneration ranging from $21,468 to $72,250. For 2010,
salaries for the Corporation’s Senior Officers ranged from $375,360 to $124,231. Senior Officers
are also eligible for a performance-based bonus. 

Additional information regarding the remuneration paid to the Directors and the Senior Officers is
available in the Annual Information Form, which may be accessed at www.sedar.com (“SEDAR”).
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(f) Ethical Business Conduct

In December 2006, the Board of Directors approved a new “Code of Business Conduct and Ethics”
(the “Code”). The Code complies with the requirements of the Canadian Securities Administrators’
National Policy 58-201 and represents a comprehensive approach to addressing, among other
matters, conflicts of interest and promoting fair, honest and ethical behaviour by all GTAA
Directors, officers, employees and contracted staff. A copy of the Code may be accessed at
www.sedar.com (“SEDAR”).

The Board monitors compliance with the Code and requires that each Director and officer sign an
Annual Declaration advising that the Director or officer has read the Code and either declares that
the Director or officer is in compliance or not in compliance with the Code and to declare the
reasons for the non-compliance. In addition, the Board has implemented a “C.A.R.E.” (Confidential
Anonymous Reporting for Employees) which permits the anonymous reporting of an employee,
officer or Director’s unethical behaviour. C.A.R.E. also extends to business partners contracted by
the GTAA.

All Directors and officers indicated that they were in compliance with the Code.

(g) Report on Contracts over $92,000 Not Tendered

The bylaws of the GTAA, the Public Accountability Principles for Canadian Airport Authorities and
the Ground Lease provide that all contracts in excess of $92,000 (as adjusted annually by CPI) must
be awarded through a public tendering process, except as may be otherwise determined by the
Board of Directors having regard for what may be efficient and practicable. The contracts that are
not awarded through a public tendering process must be described in the GTAA’s Annual Report.

Reason for
Contract Award without
Value Range Contractor Description of Contract Public Tender

$92,000 – $174,000 Powell (Richmond Hill) Supply, Installation and Removal of Temporary A
2031233 Concrete Barriers at IFT

Seabury Cargo Advisory BV Global Trade Database License B
2028707

Touchwork, LLC Touchwork AeroDAQ System A
2029700 (Monitoring Services and Queue Time)

AECOM Canada Ltd Feasibility Review of Airport People Mover A
2030185 System Upgrade Options

Michael Sinclair Provide Consulting Services to Christchurch B
2031940 International Airport

Trustwave Holdings Inc Payment Card Compliance A
2028808 Validation Service

LIPSO Systems Inc Development of a Mobile Website Pilot Project B
2031548 (SMS Delivery Services)

Eagle Airfield Limited EdgeLite Cleaner Lease Buyout B
2025691

A C Management Consultants Program Management Services A
Limited  2032412

Point to Point Communications EMS/Fire – Public Safety Two-Way Radio Replacement A
Ltd  2031465

Kamrus Construction Limited Fit-Up of Infield Terminal (IFT) For G8/G20 Summit B
2031511
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Reason for
Contract Award without
Value Range Contractor Description of Contract Public Tender

$175,000 – $336,000 ABB Inc Strategic Services to Assess In-sourcing or A
2029949 Outsourcing of Activities in Facilities

WSI Sign Systems Ltd Manufacture and Install Branding and Wayfinding A
2031659 Signage in GTAA Parking Facilities

Microsoft Canada Co Consulting Services for Exchange and Active Directory A
2030221

Robert B. Somerville Co. Ltd Relocate Utilities for Gate 193 Extension D
2027592

Electrical Safety Authority Electrical Safety and Inspection Services B
2013999 (as and when requested basis)

$337,000 – $1,174,000 Black & McDonald Ltd Remove and Install New Cooling Coils on D
2030904 Roof Top Chillers

Royalty General Construction Ltd Fit-Up of Infield Terminal (IFT) B
2031513 For G8/G20 Summit

Towers Watson ULC Various Consulting Services for Human Resources A
2031879

Glidepath Systems Ltd Supply and Installation of a Trial Explosive C
2032410 Detection System, Terminal 3 Level 1

AON Reed Stenhouse Inc Insurance/Financial and Risk A
2030865 Management Support Services

Holtrop Consulting Inc Program Management Services related to the GTAA A
2032411 Development Programs

Medtronic Physio-Control, Maintenance of Defibrillators C
A Division of Canada Ltd.  2013021

Mercer (Canada) Limited Matrix Management System B
2028819

Ernst & Young LLP To Co-manage IT&T Outsourcing Project B
2029087

Oliver Wyman, Limited Aviation Strategy Services A
2030886

Jervis B. Webb Company of Canada Terminal 1 Radio Frequency Identification for B
2030325 Handling Baggage System Tracking

$1,175,000 Black and McDonald Ltd Mechanical and Electrical Design Build for Fit-Up A
2031299 of RCMP Area at IFT for G8/G20 Summits

A.S.P. Incorporated Contracted Security Services – Amendment Number 3 A
2024759

Black and McDonald Ltd Facilities Maintenance A
2030659

REASON FOR AWARD GLOSSARY
A Where the Corporation determines that in connection with an existing contract for the supply of goods or

services which is expiring, it is most efficient and practicable to award a new contract to the existing
contractor or services supplier where such contractor or services supplier has developed a specific skill set
or knowledge base in respect of that contract, or where the circumstances of the redevelopment program
dictate that efficiency, time, cost or safety concerns dictate such action.

B Where there is a limited number or just one contractor, or services supplier who can provide the required
goods or services.

C Where warranty, patent or copyright requirements or technical compatibility factors dictate a specific
supplier.

D In any other circumstances where the President and Chief Executive Officer determines it is necessary to
do so having regard to the safe, efficient and practicable operation of Toronto Pearson.
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The Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) was 
incorporated in 1993 and manages Toronto Pearson 
International Airport under terms set out in our December 
1996 lease with the Canadian federal government.

Our Vision
Toronto Pearson will be North America’s premier portal to a world of possibilities.

Our Mission
Together, we will attract, serve and delight our customers by consistently 
delivering value through innovative products and services.

Our Values
Integrity:   Say what you mean; mean what you say.
Accountability:   Walk the talk.
Pursuit of excellence:   Reach higher.
Collaboration/teamwork:   Stronger together.
Stewardship:   Responsibility to others.
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